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ABSTRACT 

Background: World Health Organization (WHO) Annual Global TB Report, Ethiopia ranked 

7th in the world for TB burden and 15th from 27 highest MDR-TB burden countries .The 

Ethiopian Federal Ministry of Health(FMOH) Hospital statistics data has shown that tuberculosis 

is the leading cause of  morbidity,  the  third  cause  of  hospital  admission and  the  second  

cause  of  death  in Ethiopia, after malaria.   

Objective: The objective of this study was to identifying the risk factors for death of MDR-TB   

at Saint Peter‟s specialized TB Hospital. 

Methods: A facility based retrospective cohort study was conducted at St.Peter‟s specialized TB 

Hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016. 320 MDR-TB patients included in the 

study.Classical survival analysis like Cox PH regression model, Stratified Cox regression model 

and Weibull accelerated failure time model were employed to identify the risk factors MDR-TB 

patients. Bayesian Weibull accelerate failure time was employed to identify significant effect 

covariate on the survival time of MDR-TB patients. 

Results: The median survival time of the patients was about 597 days with maximum and 

minimum survival time 969days and 1 day respectively. From Accelerated failure time result, the 

risk factor for the mortality of multidrug resistance tuberculosis patients were Age of 

patient(ETR=0.918;Cl=0.885,0.952), Body mass index(ETR=1.204;CL=1.028,1.410),smoking 

status(ETR=.209,CL=0.073,0.594),HIVco-infection(ETR=0.362,CL=0.137,0.953), 

morbidity(ETR=0.220,CL= 0.062,0.789) and TB status (ETR=7.879,CL=2.519,24.643) at 5% 

level of significance. From Bayesian result the risk factor for the mortality of multi drug 

resistance tuberculosis patient were Age of patient( 𝜇=0.012,CRI=(0.001,0.012)),TBstatus(𝜇 =

−0.549,CRI=(-1.818,-0.507)),Smoking(𝜇=0.155, CRI =(0.074,0.570)) andComorbidity (𝜇 =

0.055, CRI = (0.011,0.323)) at 95% credible interval. 

Conclusions: Mortality rate of patients was high at the earlier times of treatment. Demographic and 

health factors were associated with increased risk of mortality, therefore potential stakeholders like 

government and non-governmental organizations should pay attention to the subject. 

Key word: Weibull AFT model, Bayesian survival model, MCMC, Cox Snell residual 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

  1.1 Background of the problem   

Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) is a form of TB caused by bacteria that do not 

respond to isoniazid and rifampicin, the 2 most powerful, first-line anti-TB drugs. MDR-TB is 

treatable and curable by using second-line drugs. However, second-line treatment options are 

limited and require extensive chemotherapy (up to two years of treatment) with medicines that 

are expensive and toxic. In some cases, more severe drug resistance can develop [1]. 

 According WHO 2015 report worldwide Treatment outcome of MDR TB patients in 2012 

cohort is 50% were treated successfully, 16% were died, 16% were lost follow up, 10% were 

treatment failed and 8% were had no outcome information [2]. Based  on  the  World  Health  

Organization  (WHO)  Annual Global  TB  Report  (2009),  Ethiopia  ranked  seventh  in the  

world for TB burden and and 15th from 27 highest MDR-TB burden countries, with an estimated 

annual TB incidence (all  forms)  of  378  new  cases  per  100,000  persons  and  163 new  smear  

positive  cases  per  100,000 persons  per year  [3].  

 The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated 480 000 new cases of MDR-TB in 2015 and 

an additional 100 000 cases diagnosed with rifampicin-resistant TB (RR-TB). India, China and 

the Russian Federation accounted for almost half (45%) of the total burden [4]. Out of 580 000 

patients eligible for MDR-TB treatment, only 125 000 (20%) were enrolled in treatment 

programs [4]. 

The study conducted  in Addis Ababa from February 2010 to March 2010 GC to assess the 

patterns of resistance to anti-TB drugs among previously treated TB patients referred to St. 

Peter‟s TB Specialized Hospital .out 124 smear-positive pulmonary TB patients, 117 (94.4 %) 

were susceptible to Rifampicin, while 7 (5.7 %) were confirmed to be resistant to Rifampicin and 

Isoniazid. The overall prevalence of MDR-TB was 5.7 % (2.3 % among new cases and 13.9 % 

among previously treated cases) [5]. 

A cross-sectional study was conducted between March 2009 and July 2009 among smear-

positive pulmonary TB patients diagnosed at the Gondar Hospital, the Gondar Health Centre, the 
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Metemma Hospital, the Bahir Dar Hospital and the Debre Markos Hospital, out 260 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates, 41 (15.8%) were resistant to at least one first-line drug, 13 

(5.0%) were multidrug-resistant (MDR) and 9 (3.5%) were resistant to all first-line drugs. Any 

resistance to INH, RMP, SM, EMB and PZA was respectively 36 (13.8%), 15 (5.8%), 26 

(10.0%), 19 (7.3%) and 12 (4.6%). Of 214 new and 46 previously treated cases, respectively 8 

(3.7%) and 5 (10.9%) were MDR. All isolates were susceptible to all second-line drugs [6]. 

Among the 23 papers, six of them reported high prevalence of MDR-TB in the range of 3.3%-

46.3%. Likewise, two studies reported XDR-TB in the range of 1% - 4.4% in Ethiopia. The most 

powerful predictor of the emergence of MDR-TB reported in Ethiopia is previous exposure to 

anti-TB drug treatment. This review indicated that MDR-TB in Ethiopia is a serious public 

health problem that needs to be addressed urgently [7]. 

The first Drug Resistance Survey, conducted between 2003 and 2006 showed that multi-drug 

resistance to TB drugs (MDR-TB) is present in 11.8% of previously treated cases and 1.6% of 

newly diagnosed TB cases, with an estimated 5,200 cases annually. The programmer‟s Capacity 

to treat MDR-TB patients is limited to two referral hospitals in Addis Ababa (St Peter & 

ALERT) and one in Gondar (Gondar University Hospital). At the end of February 2012, a total 

of 424 cases of MDR-TB patients were enrolled on treatment. The routine MDR-TB surveillance 

system to detect MDR-TB suspects for early diagnosis and treatment is not yet fully formed [8]. 

 The study conducted in Oromia indicate, out 439 suspected MDR-TB cases, 265 had a 

confirmed M. tuberculosis infection, of whom 88 (33%) had laboratory-confirmed MDR-TB. 

Over two-thirds (65%) were between 18 and 39 years of age. On multivariate analysis, an 

occupation of farming, known TB contact history, alcohol use, HIV infection, previous known 

TB history, and previous TB treatment outcome were predictors of MDR-TB [9].The Ethiopian 

Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) hospital statistics data has shown that tuberculosis is the 

leading cause of  morbidity,  the  third  cause  of  hospital  admission (after deliveries  and  

malaria),  and  the  second  cause  of  death  in Ethiopia, after malaria [10]. Based on WHO 

report in Ethiopia, the incidence of TB of all forms and smear positives stand at 341 and 152 per 

100,000 populations, respectively [11]. 
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     1.2 Statement of the problem 

MDR-TB is manmade problem causes of in adequate anti-TB treatment and the emergence of 

extremely drug resistant TB further complicates the efforts to tackle the problem especially in 

Developing countries including Ethiopia. The data obtained from MDR-TB are not fully 

observed some data are censored. Therefore Survival analysis is one of the appropriate methods 

to demonstrate life time and to identify risk factors.  The length of  survival  of  MDR-TB  

patients  depends  on  time  from  the  date MDR-TB  infection  is  confirmed  until  death  or  

some  observations  with  incomplete  records(censored).Survival analysis is an appropriate 

analytic method for this study to assess survival/death and its risk factors.  Hence, this study aims 

to address the following research questions: 

1. Which factors significantly affect the survival/death of MDR.TB patients? 

2. Which groups have better survival time among various levels of factors?  

3. What is the median of survival time of the MDR-TB patient?  

   1.3 Objectives of the Study  

     1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of this study was to identify the risk factors for MDR-TB patients at Saint 

Peter‟s specialized TB Hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016. 

  1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

1. To identify the determinant factors that accelerates the death of MDR-TB patients. 

2. To compare the survival of MDR-TB patients with respect to their categories. 

3. To estimate the median of survival time of MDR-TB patients. 

1.4 Significance of the study 

MDR-TB is mainly occurred as results  of  poor treatment  outcomes,  poor treatment  adherence, 

poor  quality of  drugs  and  poor  infection  control  practices.  Ethiopia is one of the high burden 

countries for MDR-TB.  However,  the  extent  and  the  magnitude  of  the  problem  is well 

studied but the determinant factors that accelerates the death of  MDR-TB  patient is not  well 

studied . So it is important to identify risk factors for MDR-TB patient. The study would be 

initiate further research to control MDR-TB. 
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1. The  results  of  the  study  might   provide  information  to  government  and  other 

concerned  bodies  in  setting  policies,  strategies  and  further  investigations  for 

reducing death to MDR-TB patient. 

2. The result may help donors and government  to  understand  risk  factors  that influence 

the death of MDR-TB patients. 

3. The study could provide base-line data for detail and further studies in the future. 

1.5. Ethical Consideration 

The Research Ethics Review Board of Jimma University has provided an ethical clearance for 

the study. The data was collected from Saint Peter‟s specialized tuberculosis Hospital, and to do 

so the department of statistics asked to write an official co-operation letter to the Hospital from 

where data was obtained. The study conducted without individual informed consent because it 

relied on retrospective data. In this research, the information obtained from patients‟ card kept 

secured. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

   2.1 Introduction  

Multidrug-resistant (MDR) TB has become a major public health problem and presents new 

barriers to the control of TB. It  is  due  to  human  error  as  the  result  of  poor  supply 

management and quality of anti-TB drugs and inadequate or improper  treatment,  which  is  

further  exacerbated  by human Immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [12].  

Treatment of MDR-TB is more challenging. It requires use of second-line drugs that are more 

costly and cause more severe side-effects, and recommended regimens must be taken for up to 

two     According  to  WHO  2012 report,  there  were  an  estimated  1700  and  550  MDR-TB  

cases  among  new  and  re-treatment pulmonary TB cases in 2011, respectively in Ethiopia [13]. 

When an individual who has no history of first-line TB treatment develops MDR-TB, it is termed 

primary. When insufficient treatment leads to selection of spontaneously resistant strains (i.e., 

drug resistance is acquired), the disease is termed secondary MDR-TB [14].  

The emergence of MDR-TB is a threat for the populations of resource-limited countries. In 

Ethiopia, the low socioeconomic status of the people, high prevalence of infectious diseases and 

limited access to well-equipped health care facilities worsens the effect of MDR-TB. 

Furthermore, poor treatment outcomes, longer treatment time (about two years), higher treatment 

costs, and many more complications make MDR-TB a more complex disease than TB [15].  

At the time of this study in Ethiopia, the LPA, or culture using Lőwenstein-Jensen media (LJ), 

and drug-susceptibility testing (DST) were provided only at the Ethiopian Health Nutrition and 

Research Institute (EHNRI) in Addis Ababa. MDR-TB occurs mostly in relation to improper 

treatment of drug-susceptible TB. In countries like Ethiopia MDR-TB is becoming a challenge 

because of poor adherence to treatment and an increase in the use of illegal and unapproved 

treatment regimens for MDR-TB [15].   

   2.2 Prevalence rate of MDR-TB 

The occurrence of drug resistance has increased since the first drug treatment for TB was 

introduced in 1943. Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a slow- growing bacterium, resistant to most 

conventional   antimicrobial agents partly due to its impermeable cell wall. It may persist in a 
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dormant or latent form,  unsusceptible  to  agents  targeting  growing  bacteria  [16].The  

bacterium  infects  almost  one-third  of  population  globally  and  during  the  past  decade  

there  has  been  a resurgence of tuberculosis [17]. 

Drug resistant  TB  is  confirmed  through  laboratory  tests  that  show  that  infecting  isolates  

of  M. tuberculosis grow in vitro in the presence of one or more anti-TB drugs.  The emergence 

of drug resistance tuberculosis, particularly MDR-TB has become a major public health problem 

in a number of countries and an obstacle to the global TB control efforts. Nearly half a million 

cases of MDR-TB emerge every year but only 3% of them get treatment globally and 100,000 

die annually [18]. Multidrug-resistant (MDR) and extensively drug-resistant (XDR) tuberculosis 

(TB) continue to emerge in high HIV prevalence settings, and their mortality in HIV co-infected 

patients remains high [19]. Each year, globally, about 440,000 MDR-TB cases are estimated to 

emerge, and 150,000 people with MDR-TB die [20]. 

Worldwide, there were 650,000 MDR-TB cases in 2010, and in 2008 World Health Organization 

(WHO) estimated that there were 150,000 deaths annually due to MDR-TB. Overall, the 27 high 

MDR-TB burden countries accounted for 85% of all MDR-TB cases. China, and India, was the 

top two countries accounting 50% MDR-TB cases [21]. In 2010, less than 5% of new and 

previously treated TB patients were tested for MDR-TB because of limited availability of the test 

in most developing countries [22]. 

 According to World Health Organization 2015 report, among newly diagnosed TB cases 1.6% 

was found to be with MDR-TB and MDR-TB among previously treated TB cases was 11.8% [23 

] Another study in Ethiopia also showed that MDR-TB rate was found in the range of 3.3%-

46.3% [24]. Ethiopia is 15
th 

among the 27 MDR-TB high-burden countries, with an estimated 

5,200 cases occurring each year [25]. 

Based on study  was  conducted  on  Rifampicin Mono-Resistance  in  Mycobacterium  

tuberculosis  among patient  attending at Yirgalem Hospital from  August-December, 

2014,Yirgalem, Ethiopia. A total of 236 participants were included under this study. Among 

these, males (57.6%) are slightly dominating female. Concerning to treatment history, 177 

(75.0%) are new and the rest 59 (25.0%) retreated. Fifty eight (24.6%) of the total subjects were 

suspected for MDR tuberculosis. Twenty two (9.3%) of the subjects were smear positive. The  

highest  positive  finding  of  rifampicin  susceptible  Mycobacterium  tuberculosis  bacilli  
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observed  within  age  group  of  16-30.The overall prevalence of pulmonary tuberculosis was 

16.5%. From this prevalence, 3.4% was shared by Rifampicin mono resistant Tuberculosis.  

Based on study finding, the overall prevalence of pulmonary tuberculosis was 16.5%. From 

these, 3.4% was account for Rifampicin Mono-Resistance Mycobacterium tuberculosis among 

study subject. Most of the affected study subjects were productive age group. Therefore, we 

recommend that there should be enhanced efforts in detection of MDR tuberculosis in study area 

to control dissemination of the disease among the community [26]. 

2.3 Factors associated with MDR-TB 

TMDR-TB  is  a  reflection  of  the  mismanagement  of  TB  cases,  which  includes  wrong 

diagnosis, delay of diagnosis, wrong/interrupted treatment, misuse of TB medicines, and poor  

adherence  to  standardized  treatment,  unregulated  supply  of  anti-TB  drugs  and utilization of 

TB drugs of unknown quality [27].The risk  factor for   MDR-TB are ; 

2.3.1 Gender and MDR-TB  

Female was risk factors for MDR-TB [28]. But a study finding in Nigeria shows gender was not 

significantly associated with MDR-TB [29]. And study findings in Thailand also shows male 

gender as risk factors for MDR-TB [30] and in Ethiopia (AOR =2, 95% CI [1.4-5]) showed male 

was a risks factor for MDR-TB [31]. 

2.3.2 TB site and MDR-TB 

According to the 2011 health and health related report of the Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) 

of Ethiopia, TB is the third leading cause of death in Ethiopia. During the year 2010/11, a total of 

159,017 TB cases were identified in Ethiopia. Among these 151,866 (95.5%) were new cases all 

forms of TB.  The  proportion  of  new  smear-positive,  smear-negative  and  extra-pulmonary  

TB among  all  new  cases  is  32.7%,  34.8%,  and  32.5%,  respectively.  Re-treatment (after 

failure or relapse of first treatment) cases represented about 2.9% of all TB cases identified. 

According to the anti-TB drug resistance survey conducted in Ethiopia in 2012/13 FMOH, 

among 804 newly diagnosed TB cases 13 (1.6%) were found to be infected with MDR-TB. The 

rate of MDR-TB among specimens from 76 previously treated TB cases was 11.8%. 
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       2.3.3 Age patient and MDR-TB 

Age group at 25-44 years in Ethiopia (AOR=2.8, 95% CI [1.7–6.4]) [31] and in Bangladesh 

(AOR=1.72, 95% CI [1.12–2.66]) [32] and [33] was a risks factor of MDR-TB. The study 

included 204 patients diagnosed with MDR-TB in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The 

objective of the study was to describe the clinical characteristics of patients and to examine 

factors associated with a successful treatment outcome; loss to follow up and death of MDR-TB 

patients completing treatment between 2004 and 2007.The study used logistic regression. Age, 

sex, TB site, ethnicity, social risk factors, comorbidities, previous diagnosis of TB, drug 

susceptibility test (DST) and HIV status were associated with a successful treatment outcome, 

mortality, loss to follow up and treatment stopped. The result of the study suggested that having 

any co-morbidity, particularly HIV and diabetes, were strongly associated with death of patients 

[34]. 

2.3.4 Residence of patient and MDR-TB 

In Bangladesh urban residence was associated with MDR-TB occurrence [33] whereas, a study 

finding in southern Ethiopia shows, there was no significant association between residence and 

MDR-TB [35].  

2.3.5 HIV co-infection and MDR-TB 

HIV was a risk factor for TB/MDR-TB accordingly to, WHO report on at California; US during 

2011which shows HIV contribute 4.5% MDR-TB cases [20].Study finding in southern Ethiopia 

shows there was no statistically significant association of HIV status with MDR-TB [35]. 

Whereas other study shows HIV is associated with increased risk of acquired MDR-TB 

(OR=1.24, 95% CI [1.04–1.43]) and (OR=2.28, 95% CI [1.52–3.04]) for primary MDR-TB [30]. 

And a study by Birhanu and his colleagues showed MDR-TB and HIV significant association 

(OR=3.7, 95%Cl [1.90, 7.22].Tuberculosis (TB) is a disease caused by Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis and is one of the deadliest diseases in the world.  It  is  mostly  spread  from  person  

to  person  through  the  air  and  usually affects  the  lungs,  but it can  also  affect  other  parts  

of  the  body  such  as  the  brain  and  kidneys. About one-third of the world's population has 

latent TB, which means people have been infected by  TB  bacteria  but  are  not  (yet)  ill  with  

the  disease  and  cannot  transmit  the  disease. People infected with TB bacteria have a lifetime 

risk of falling ill with TB of 10%. However, persons with compromised immune  systems, such 
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as people living with HIV, malnutrition or diabetes, or people who use tobacco, have a much 

higher risk of falling ill [36]. 

2.3.6 TB status and MDR-TB   

Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) is a type of TB that is resistant to at least the first 

line anti-TB drugs, Rifampicin and Isoniazid. MDR-TB occurs either when a person is infected 

with a resistant strain or when improper treatment leads to drug selection of the resistant strain 

[33].From a nationwide survey conducted in China; the estimated MDR-TB rate was 5.7% for 

new cases and 25.6% for previously treated cases [22]. And a study finding in Uganda shows, 

MDR-TB of 1.4% from new cases and 12.1% from previously treated cases [37]. For instance, 

globally, more than  half  million  new  MDR-TB  cases  are  estimated  to  emerge  annually  as  

a  result  of inadequate treatment and subsequent transmission. Although some individuals who 

have had previous TB treatment are infected by MDR-TB, many new cases of MDR-TB are also 

created each year by a combination of physician error and poor patient compliance with 

treatment and poor quality drugs [38]. 

Study conducted in republic of Georgia shows previously treated for TB were more likely to 

have MDR-TB than patients who were new (OR=5.27, 95% CI [3.75-7.41]). Likewise study in 

the Community of Madrid shows significant association with a history of previous TB treatment 

(OR=5.94, 95% CI [1.46-24.18]) [39]. Nationwide study in China shows previous treatment 

history had a more than 7 fold increased risk of MDR-TB, compared with those never previously 

treated [22]. MDR-TB  is  a  reflection  of  the  mismanagement  of  TB  cases,  which  includes  

wrong diagnosis, delay of diagnosis, wrong/interrupted treatment, misuse of TB medicines, and 

poor  adherence  to  standardized  treatment,  unregulated  supply  of  anti-TB  drugs  and 

utilization of TB drugs of unknown quality [40]. For instance, globally, more than  half  million  

new  MDR-TB  cases  are  estimated  to  emerge  annually  as  a  result  of inadequate treatment 

and subsequent transmission. Although some individuals who have had previous TB treatment 

are infected by MDR-TB, many new cases of MDR-TB are also created each year by a 

combination of physician error and poor patient compliance with treatment and poor quality 

drugs [38]. In countries where drug resistance has been identified, specific measures need to be 

taken within TB control programs to address  the  problem  through  appropriate  management  

of  patients  and  adoption  of strategies  to  prevent  the  propagation  and  dissemination  of DR-
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TB [41]. Treatment of MDR-TB is more challenging. It requires use of second-line drugs that are 

more costly and cause more severe side-effects, and recommended regimens must be taken for 

up to two year [23].  

2.3.7 Comorbidity and MDR-TB  

Showed co-morbidities had influence on mortality among MDR-TB patients. a study of MDR-

TB in Estonia, showed that co-morbidities (OR, 2.62; 95% CL, 1.00-6.87) were independent risk 

factors for treatment failure [42].Study in St. Peter TB specialized Hospital, Addis Ababa, 

Ethiopia. The study was conducted from October, 2011 up to may, 2012 among cohorts of 

MDR-TB patients that started treatment in February 2009. a total of 188 patients were followed 

for a total of 79,600 person-days. Median follow up time was 466.5 days or 1.28 years. The 

independent variables included were: sex, age, weight, region, HIV status, number of anti-TB 

drug taken, MDR category, presence of chronic disease, clinical complication, radiological 

findings, number of resistant drugs at initiation, therapeutic delay, smoking status and smear 

positivity with time of death.  

Survival trend over the follow up time was studied using the Kaplan-Meier method and the 

covariates were fitted to Cox proportional hazard regression model. Smoking, therapeutic delay of 

at least one month, HIV serpositivity, and clinical complication were found to be factors 

significantly associated with death in the multivariate analysis. The study revealed that survival of 

patients under MDR-TB treatment was not associated with age, sex, baseline weight, radiological 

findings, previous TB treatment, number of first line resistant drugs and co-morbidity [43]. 

  2.3.8 Smoking status and MDR-TB 

Retrospective national cohort study on MDR-TB cases (n=1809) reported from 2002 to 2008 in 

Lithuania.  Sex, age, rural/urban residence, contact with TB, smoking, alcohol use, drug abuse, 

homelessness, employment status, education level, HIV status, co-morbidity, TB type, smear 

positivity and cavitary disease were considered as predictors. The result revealed that age, rural 

residence, alcohol use, employment status, lower levels of education, positive or unknown HIV 

status, cavity disease and being smear positive at the time of MDR-TB diagnosis were associated 

with survival. There was no difference in survival of patients with primary MDR –TB compared 

with those who developed drug resistance during treatment [44].  The study conducted ALERT 

Hospital, Addis Ababa and Gondar University Teaching and Referral Hospital, Gondar, 
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Ethiopia. The descriptive analysis indicates that out of the total 342 individuals, 37(10.8%) died; 

11 and 12 deaths occurred in the first and the second three months of MDR-TB treatment follow 

up, respectively. The median survival for MDR-TB patients was 16 months. Factors associated 

with increased risk of mortality were: having clinical complication (HR=4.7161; 95%Cl; 2.1861 

– 10.1740), resistance to INH, RIF and at least one of other drugs (E, STM, KAN, AMK & 

CPM) (HR=2.9771; 95%Cl; 1.3586 −6.5238), smoking ( HR=3.17; 95%; 1.32 − 7.64), weight 

(HR= 0.9093; 95%Cl; 0.8760 − 0.9440)and age (HR= 1.2199; 95%Cl; 1.0681 − 1.3933)[45]. 

  2.4 MDR-TB detection status 

Health education regarding spread of disease, early detection of MDR-TB by Strengthened 

laboratory support, effective therapy, implicating innovative control measures, and applying 

them specially among immigrants, would interrupt the ongoing transmission and control 

emerging epidemic [46]. In Eastern Europe, prisons have had to deal with substantial caseloads 

of MDR-TB patients. So close monitoring was mandatory for group of TB patients [36].   

The MDR-TB treatment strategy in Ethiopia combines standardized and individualized treatment 

based on second line culture and Drug Susceptibility Testing (DST) (kanamycin and Ofloxacin) 

in all confirmed MDR-TB patients. Standardized regimens have given to all confirmed MDR-TB 

cases under daily Directly Observed Therapy (DOT). The initial phase is at least six months, and 

then the continuation phase is at least 12 months. In Ethiopia, the standard regimen for MDR-TB 

uses the combinations of: [Ethambutol- Pyrazinamide –Kanamycin (Amikacin)–  Levofloxacin–  

Ethionamide –Cycloserine] for six months, and [Ethambutol  –Pyrazinamide – Levofloxacin – 

Ethionamide – Cycloserine] for 12 months. The total duration may be extended by clinicians 

according the findings of culture conversion [47]. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Back ground of study area  

The study was conduct at St. Peter‟s TB Specialized Hospital. St. Peter‟s TB Specialized 

Hospital is a governmental Hospital under Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia- Ministry of 

Health (FMOH). The Hospital provides various services especially in tuberculosis diagnosis and 

treatment. It serves as a referral TB Hospital in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and has a vision to 

become Center of excellence for diagnosis and treatment of TB in East Africa. 

3.2 Source of data and Study design 

The MDR-TB data set were collected from Saint Peter‟s specialized tuberculosis Hospital. The 

dataset for this study is extracted from the card of MDR-TB patients admitted from January 3, 

2014 to October 28, 2016.Total of 320 MDR-TB patients included in this thesis. A facility based 

retrospective study design employing medical records review of MDR-TB registration  cards 

.Data was obtain from a cohort of MDR-TB patients enrolled in St. peter TB hospital in Addis 

Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia. All patients who were diagnosis with a first MDR-TB 

episode and admit to one of the MDR-TB treatment centers was included in the study. 

3.3 Data collection procedures 

Ethical clearance and institutional permission was obtained from Saint Peter‟s Specialized 

Hospital research committee .The study incorporate secondary data. Data extracted  from the 

medical records of patients with MDR-TB by health professionals working at the  Hospital  

through  a  uniform  checklist containing socio-demographic  factors, clinical  factors  and  time  

of  the  event (death/censored)  occurred.  The statistical software used in this research was 

WinBugs and R. 

3.4 Inclusion criteria   

All MDR-TB patients registered from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 for MDR- TB 

treatment or those who start MDR -TB treatment at St. Peter‟s Hospital.  

3.5 Exclusion criteria 

All TB smear negative after the first line treatment.  
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3.6 Variable in study  

3.6.1 Dependent variable  

The response variable is time to event of the patients and it is defined status variable (event or 

Censoring variable).This is to say that the response variable is a censored survival time 

represented by variable time and event/death. Survival time measures the follow-up of time from 

a defined starting point to the occurrence of a given event. This observation time has two 

Components, the beginning point of the study time and the observation of time to the end. In 

Survival analysis, the outcome of interest (death in this study) is the duration of time until death 

occurs. The status variable is coded as 0 for censored and 1 for death. The dependent (outcome) 

variable in this study the survival time measured (in days) from the date MDR-TB treatment‟s 

start until the date of the patient‟s death or censor. 

Starting time; the entry of the survival data was considered from the day that the patient start 

multi drug resistance after diagnosis.     

Ending time; the ending time of this study was on October 28, 2016.  

Event; event were occur when the patient died by MDR-TB between January 3, 2014 to October 

28, 2016.The status variable coded 1 for event.  

Censored; The censored observation in this study were the patient  who died by the other case 

,cured from the disease, loss follow up  and shift to the other  hospital The status  variable coded 

0 for censored . 

   3.6.2 Independent Variables 

Several predictors were considered in this study to investigate the risk factor for the death of 

MDR TB patient. Some of these variables are categorical and others are continuous. A set of 

variables was selected for the analysis. Considering the potential importance, the following 

socio-demographic factor and clinical factor were considered in this study. 
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 Independent      

covariate  

 

 Possible covariate       Candidate covariate   

1. Sex (Male, Female) 

2. Age of patient  

3. Region (Address they came from) 

4. Base line Weight in kilograms 

5. TB treatment status (Yes, No) 

6. TB treatment Adherence status 

7. TB site (Pulmonary and Extra 

pulmonary) 

8. Co-morbidities (No, Yes) 

9. HIV co-infection (Positive,  Negative 

10. Clinical complication(No, Yes ) 

11. Level of Education (Illiterate, Primary, 

Secondary  and Above ) 

12. Drug susceptibility test results 

13. Therapeutic delay 

14. Smoking status (Yes, No) 

15. Marital status 

16. Registration group ( New, Relapse, 

Failure treatment and Other ) 

17.  Alcohol use (Yes, No) 

18. Race/ethnicity 

19. Type of resistance 

20. Socioeconomic status  

21. Poor adherence 

22. Category  of treatment  

 1) Sex (Male, Female) of patient  

2) Age of patient  

3) Region (Address they came from) 

4) Baseline Weight in kilograms 

5) TB treatment status (Yes, No) 

6) TB site (Pulmonary and Extra pulmonary )  

7) Level of Education (Illiterate, Primary 

Secondary  and Above secondary  

8)  Co-morbidities (Yes, No) 

9) HIVco-infection ( Positive, Negative) 

10) Smoking status (Yes, No) 

11) Registration group (New, Relapse, Failure 

treatment and Other )   

12) Alcohol use (Yes, No) 
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3.7 Survival data analysis 

Survival analysis is generally a set of methods for analyzing data where the outcome variable is 

the time until the occurrence of an event of interest. In other words, survival analysis is an 

important statistical technique used to describe and model time–to–event data. The event can be 

death, occurrence of a disease, marriage, divorce, etc. The time to event or survival time can be 

measured in days, weeks and years. The purpose of survival analysis is to model the underlying 

distribution of the failure time variable and to assess the dependence of the failure time variable 

on covariates. Survival time then describes the time from a certain origin to the occurrence of an 

event.  The method of survival analysis is used in other fields 

1. Deaths in Biological Science: ( Survival Analysis) 

2. Mechanical Breakdown in Engineering: ( Reliability Analysis) 

3. Insurance Claim in Actuarial Science (Time to Event Analysis) 

4. Events such as Divorce in Social Science: ( Duration Analysis) 

Several methods have been developed for the analysis of survival data. Some of these are: 

1. Descriptive statistics which include life tables, survival distribution, and Kaplan-Meier 

survival  function  estimation  which  are  used  for  the  estimation  of  the  distribution  

of survival time from a sample. 

2. Nonparametric tests are available for comparing the survival experience between two or 

more groups.  The  most  common  and  widely  used  of  these  tests  are  the  log-rank 

test, Generalized Wilcoxon test and Peto-Prentice test. 

3. The multivariate Method uses Cox-proportional hazards model.  It  is  considered  as  the 

most interesting survival modeling in the interest of examining the relationship between 

survival time and predictors. 

4. Survival and one or more predictors.  Covariates may be categorical or continuous.  In 

addition  the  model  has  the  capability  of  including  both  time-dependent  and  time 

independent variables. 

     3.8 Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator 

The Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator is the standard nonparametric estimator of the survival 

function S(t), proposed by Kaplan and Meier (1958), is also called the Product-Limit estimator 
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KM estimator incorporates information from all of the observations available, both censored and 

uncensored, by considering any point in time as a series of steps defined by the observed survival 

and censored times. When there is no censoring, the estimator is simply the sample proportion of 

observations with event times greater than t. The technique becomes a little more complicated 

but still manageable when censored times are included .It is extremely popular as requires only 

very week assumption and yet utilizes the information content of both fully observed and right 

censored data. The Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survivorship function (or survival probability) 

at time t, is defined as; 
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where  t1,t2 ,…,tn  a set of survival time  of n  independent observations  and  t(1) ≤t(2) ≤ …≤ t(m),  

m ≤ n be the m distinct ordered death times.  

di is the number of individuals who failed (died) at time ti 

 ni is the number of individuals who are at risk of dying at time ti, and The variance of the KM 

survival estimator which is also known as the Greenwood‟s formula is; 

                                   var( )(ˆ tS )= ( )(ˆ tS )2  
𝑛𝑖
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  3.9 Log rank test  

A common problem in clinical studies is to compare two or more survivor functions. There are a 

few statistical tests for such a comparison. The log rank test is in fact a chi-squared test for a 

large sample. The log rank statistic compares the observed with an expected number of events. 

The expected number of events is calculated by the method assuming that the null hypothesis is 

true. The null hypothesis assumes that the compared curves are the same. The comparison is 

performed at every time point the observed event occurred.   

         H0 : There is no significant difference between the survival curves..                               

                                           Log-Rank=   
(𝑂𝑖     −𝐸𝑖)

2

𝑣𝑎𝑟 (𝑂𝑖−𝐸𝑖)
  ~𝜒(1)

2                                                                                    

                    Where Oi is observed and Ei is expected value in group i 
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   3.10 Modeling Survival Data 

In most medical studies which give rise to survival data, supplementary information   referred 

to as covariates or independent variables needs to be collected on each individual, so that the 

relationship between survival experience of individuals and various explanatory variables have 

to be  investigated.  In  order  to  explore  the  relationship  between  the  survival  experience  

of  a patient and explanatory variables, an approach based on statistical modeling can be used. 

Through  a modeling  approach  to  the  analysis  of  the  survival  data,  we  can explore  how  

the survival  experience  of  a  group  of  patients  depends  on  the  values  of  one  or  more  

explanatory variables, whose values have been recorded for each patient at the time origin. In 

the analysis of survival data, interest centers on the risk or hazard of death at any time after the 

time origin of the study.  As a consequence, the hazard function is modeled directly in survival 

analysis. The resulting  models  are  somewhat  different  in  form  from  linear  models  

encountered  regression analysis  and  in  the analysis  of  data  from  designed     experiments,  

where  the  dependence  of  the mean response. Or some function of it, on certain explanatory 

variables is modeled. The median survival time could then be estimated for current or future 

patients with particular values of these explanatory variables.  The resulting estimate could be 

particularly useful in devising a treatment regimen, or in counseling the patient about their 

prognosis. A variety of models and methods have been developed for doing this sort of 

survival analysis using either parametric or semi-parametric approaches.  One of the most 

popular types of regression models used in survival analysis is the proportional hazard model. 

 3.11 Model development 

In any applied setting, performing a proportional hazard regression analysis of survival data 

requires a number of critical decisions. It is likely that we will have data on more covariates than 

we can reasonably expect to include in the model, so we must decide on a method to select a 

subset of the total number of covariates. When selecting a subset of the covariates, we must 

consider such issues as clinical importance and statistical significance. 

3.12 Selection of covariates 

The methods available to select a subset of covariates to include in a proportional hazards 

regression model are essentially the same as those used in any other regression model. There are 
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three methods of selection of influential covariates. These are purposeful selection, stepwise 

selection (forward selection and backward elimination) and best subset selection. Survival 

analysis using Cox regression method begins with a thorough univariate analysis of the 

association between survival time and all important covariates. Recommendable procedure in 

selecting variables is;  

1. Include all variables that are significant in the univariable analysis at the 25 percent level.  

2. The variables that appear to be important from step 1 are then fitted together in a 

multivariable model. In the presence of certain variables others may cease to be 

important. Consequently, backward elimination is used to omit non-significant variables 

from the model. Once a variable has been dropped, the effect of omitting each of the 

remaining variables in turn should be examined. 

3. Variables, that were not important on their own, and so were not under consideration in 

step 2, may become important in the presence of others. These variables are therefore 

added to the model from step 2, with forward selection method. This process may result 

in terms in the model determined at step 2 ceasing to be significant. 

4. A final check is made to ensure that neither significant variable is eliminated from the 

model nor non-significant variable is included in the model. At this stage the interactions 

between Can  of the main effects currently in the model can be considered for inclusion 

if the inclusion significantly modifies the model. 

   3.13 Cox Proportinal  Hazard Regresssion Models     

When we have several prognostic variables, we must use multivariate approaches. But we cannot 

use multiple linear regression or logistic regression because they cannot deal with censored 

observations. We need another method to model survival data with the presence of censoring. 

One very popular model in survival data analysis is the Cox proportional hazards model. The 

Cox Proportional Hazard (PH) Model is a multiple  regression  method  and  is  used  to  evaluate  

the  effect  of  multiple  covariates  on  the survival . The set of values of the explanatory 

variables in the PH model represented by vector x, so that x =(x1,x2,…,xp).The Cox Proportional 

Hazards model is given by: 

 𝑡, 𝑥 = 𝑜 𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛽 𝑥                                                                            (3.1) 
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Where )(0 th
 
is called the baseline hazard function, which is the hazard function for an individual 

for   whom all the variables included in the model are zero;  
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characterizes how the hazard function changes as a function of subject covariates is  

called    the  linear  component  of  the  model,  also  known  as  the  risk  score  or  prognostic 

index for the i
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 individual. The beauty of the Cox approach is that this vagueness creates no 

problems for estimation. Even though the baseline hazard is not specified, we can still get a good 

estimate for regression coefficients. The measure of effect is called hazard ratio. The hazard ratio 

of two individuals with different covariates x and x
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          This hazard ratio is time-independent, that is why this is called the proportional hazards 

 3.14 Checking Assumption of Cox Proportional Hazard Model 

The main assumption of the Cox proportional hazards model is proportional hazards. 

Proportional hazards means that the hazard function of one individual is proportional to the 

hazard function of the other individual, i.e., the hazard ratio is constant over time. There are 

several methods for verifying that a model satisfies the assumption of proportionality. 

  3.14.1 Graphical method 

We can obtain Cox PH survival function by the relationship between hazard function and 

survival function 
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Where '

21 ),...,,( pxxxx  is the value of the vector of explanatory variables for a particular 

individual. When taking the logarithm twice, we can easily get 
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This does not depend on t. By plotting estimated log (-log (survival)) versus survival time for 

two groups we would see parallel curves if the hazards are proportional. This method does not 

work well for continuous predictors or categorical predictors that have many levels because the 

graph becomes "cluttered". Furthermore, the curves are sparse when there are few time points 

and it may be difficult to tell how close to parallel is close enough. We will show some other 

statistical methods for checking the proportionality.

 
3.14.2   Adding time-dependent Covariates in the Cox model 

We create time-dependent covariates by creating interactions of the predictors and a function of 

survival time and including them in the model. The model assessing PH assumption for 
jx

adjusted for other covariates is
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is the value of the vector of explanatory variables for a 

particular individual. The null hypothesis to check proportionality is that 0 . The test statistic 

can be carried out using either a Wald test or a likelihood ratio test. In the Wald test, the test 

statistic is;  
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The likelihood ratio test calculates the likelihood under null hypothesis, 0L  and the likelihood 

under the alternative hypothesis aL . The LR statistic is then )(2)/ln(2 00 LLLLLR aa 
 

where 0L , aL  are log likelihood under two hypothesis respectively. Both statistics have a chi-

square distribution with one degree of freedom under the null hypothesis. If the time-dependent 

covariate is significant i.e., the null hypothesis is rejected, and then the predictor is not 

proportional. In the same way, we will also assess the PH assumption for several predictors 

simultaneously. 

  3.14.3 Tests based on the Schoenfeld residuals 

The other statistical test of the proportional hazards assumption is based on the Schoenfeld 

residual .The Schoenfeld residuals are defined for each subject who is observed to fail. If the PH 

assumption holds for a particular covariate then the Schoenfeld residual for that covariate will 
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not be related to survival time. Rejection of null hypothesis concludes that PH assumption is 

violated. 

3.14.4 Cox Proportional Hazards model diagnostics 

 A number of residuals have been proposed for use in connection with the Cox PH model. For 

this study, three major residuals in the Cox model will be used: the Cox-Snell residual, the 

deviance residual, and the Schoenfeld residual. Then we will talk about influence assessment. 

3.14.5 Cox-Snell residuals and Deviance residuals 

The Cox-Snell residual is given by Cox and Snell .The Cox-Snell residual for the thi individual 

with observed survival time it is defined as; 

                                exp  logi i i i i i i ic X H t H t S t 
      

                                               

Where  i iH t


 is an estimate of the baseline cumulative hazard function at time it .  

 
Thus, regardless of the distribution of T, the new variable )(tHy   has an exponential 

distribution with unit mean. If the model will be well fitted, the value  i iS t


 would have similar 

properties to those )( ii tS . So  logi i ic S t
 

   
   

will have a unit exponential distribution with

   exp)(rf .  Let )(RS  denote the survival function of Cox-Snell residual ic . Then 
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Therefore, we use plot of )( icH   versus ic  to check the fit of the model. This gives a straight 

line with unit slope and zero intercept if the fitted model is correct. Note the Cox- Snell residuals 

will not be symmetrically distributed about zero and cannot be negative. 

 The deviance residual is defined by: 

                                                
1

2
( ) 2 log

i i iDi m m i i mr sign r r r     
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Where the function sign (.) is the sign function, which takes the value, 1 if 
im  is positive and -1 

if 
im  negative; 

im =
ici    is the martingale residuals for the thi  individual and 1i  for 

uncensored observation 0i  for censored observation. 

3.14.6 Schoenfeld residuals 

All the above three residuals are residuals for each individual. We will describe covariate wise 

residuals.The Schoenfeld residuals were originally called partial residuals because the 

Schoenfeld residuals for thi  individual on the thj explanatory variable 
ijx  is an estimate of the thi  

component of the first derivative of the logarithm of the partial likelihood function with respect 

to  
j : logarithm of the partial likelihood function is given by 
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Where 
ijx  is the value of the thj explanatory variable pj ,..,2,1   for the thi individual and  
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The Schoenfeld residual for thi  individual on 
jx  is given  ijijip ax

ij
  . The schoenfeld 

residuals sum to zero 

3.15 Extension of Cox Proportional Models 

Cox regression model is applicable only to time- invariant predictors with time-constant 

effects only. We can extend a linear regression model in a variety of ways, so, too, can 

we extend the Cox regression model. Suppose that statistic tests or other diagnostic 

techniques give strong evidence of non-proportionality for one or more covariates.    

Another way to consider is to use a different model. A parametric model such as an AFT model 

might be more appropriate for the data. 

3.15.1 Stratified Cox Model 

We should split the whole sample into subgroups on the basis of categorical variable 

(stratification variable) and re-estimate the model. Then we let the baseline hazard function differ 

between these subgroups. It makes sense to choose covariate if it interacts with time (i.e. 
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proportional hazard assumption is not satisfied for this covariate) .One method that we can use is 

the stratified Cox model, which stratifies on the predictors not satisfying the PH assumption. The 

data are stratified into subgroups and the model is applied for each stratum. The model is given 

by ;    

                             𝑔 𝑡 = 𝑜𝑔
 𝑡 exp 𝛽 𝑧𝑖𝑔                                                                                  (3.3)                          

Where g represents the stratum. Note that the hazards are non-proportional because the baseline 

hazards may be different between strata. The coefficients   are assumed to be the same for each 

stratum g. The partial likelihood function is simply the product of the partial likelihoods in each 

stratum. A drawback of this approach is that we cannot identify the effect of this stratified 

predictor. This technique is most useful when the covariate with non-proportionality is 

categorical and not of direct interest.  

3.15.2 Cox Regression Model with time-dependent variables 

Until now, we have assumed that the values of all covariates did not change over the period of 

observation. However, the values of covariates may change over time t. Such a covariate is 

called a time-dependent covariate. The second method to consider is to model non-

proportionality by time-dependent covariates. The violation of PH assumptions is equivalent to 

interactions between covariates and time. That is, the PH model assumes that the effect of each 

covariate k2is the same at all points in time. If the effect of a variable varies with time, the PH 

assumption is violated for that variable.     

             𝑖 𝑡, 𝑥𝑖𝑛  𝑡  = 𝑜 𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑗𝑛                                         (3.4)                                                 

        Where   hi(t) is the hazard function for individual i at time t. 

                 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘  are still time invariant co-variate 

               𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑗𝑛  Time  dependent co-variates. 

   h0 (t) is the baseline hazard    

     3.16 Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) Models 

 AFT is an alternative to the PH model for the analysis of survival time data. Under AFT models, 

we measure the direct effect of the explanatory variables on the survival time instead of hazard, 

as we do in the PH model. This characteristic allows for an easier interpretation of the results 

because the parameters measure the effect of the correspondent covariate on the mean survival 

time. Similar to the PH model, the AFT model describes the relationship between survival 
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probabilities and a set of covariates. Log-linear form of the AFT model with respect to time is 

given by: 

                           
1 1 2 2log ...i i i p pi iT x x x                                                              (3.5)                                               

Where   the intercept,   is scale parameter and i  is a random variable, assumed to have a 

particular distribution.  For each distribution of i , there is a corresponding distribution for T. 

The members of the AFT model class include the exponential AFT model, Weibull AFT model, 

log-logistic AFT model, log-normal AFT model, and gamma AFT model .The AFT models are 

named for the distribution of T rather than the distribution of i  or log T. 

Distribution of                    Distribution of T 

   Extreme value (1 parameter)                    Exponential 

   Extreme value (2 parameters)                    Weibull 

        Logistic                    Log-logistic 

        Normal                    Log-normal 

        Log-Gamma                    Gamma 

The survival function of iT can be expressed by the survival function of i  

   
                                               𝑆𝑖

 𝑡 = 𝑆𝜖𝑖  
log 𝑡−𝜇−𝛼𝑥

𝛿
                                                                       

The effect size for the AFT model is the time k2ratio. The time ratio comparing two levels of 

covariate ( 1  0)i i s ix x v x  ; after controlling all the other covariates is  exp i  
which is 

interpreted as the estimated ratio of the expected survival times for two groups. 

3.16.1 Estimation of AFT model 

AFT models were fitted using the maximum likelihood method. The likelihood of the n observed 

survival times 1 2 ,  ,...,  nt t t
 
is given by 

                         
1

1

, , ( ) ( )i i

n

i i i i

i

L f t S t
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Where )( ii tf  and )( ii tS  are the density and survival functions for the 
thi individual at it and i  is 

the event indicator for the 
thi  observation. 

   3.16.2 Model checking for AFT models 

The graphical methods can be used to check if a parametric distribution fits the observed data. 

Specifically, if the survival time follows an exponential distribution, a plot of   tSloglog 

versus tlog should yield a straight line with slope of 1. If the plots are parallel but not straight, 

then PH assumption holds but not the Weibull. If the lines for two groups are straight but not 

parallel, the Weibull assumption is supported but the PH assumption is violated. The log-logistic 

assumption can be graphically evaluated by plotting
 








 

)(

)(1
log

tS

tS

 

versus tlog . If the 

distribution of survival functions is log-logistic, then the resulting plot should be a straight line. 

For the log-normal distribution, a plot of  )(11 tS

 versus tlog  should be linear. All these 

plots are based on the assumption that the sample is drawn from a homogeneous population, 

implying that no covariates are taken into account. So this graphical method is not very reliable 

in practice. There are other methods to check the fitness of the model. 

3.16.3 Using Statistical Criteria 

We can use statistical tests or statistical criteria to compare all these AFT models. Nested models 

can be compared using the likelihood ratio test. The exponential model, the Weibull model and 

lognormal model are nested within gamma model. For comparing models that are not nested, the 

Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used instead, which is defined as; 

                                  )(22 cklAIC                                                                                             

Where l  is specific ancillary parameters the log-likelihood, k is the number of covariates in the 

model and c is the number of model-specific ancillary parameters. Lower values of the AIC 

suggest a better model. But there is a difficulty in using the AIC in that there are no formal 

statistical tests to compare different AIC values. When two models have very similar AIC values, 

the choice of model may be hard and external model checking or previous results may be 

required to judge the relative plausibility of the models rather than relying on   AIC values alone. 
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3.16.4 Using Residual Plots 

Residual plots can be used to check the goodness of fit of the model. Procedures based on 

residuals in the AFT model are particularly relevant with the Cox PH model. One of the most 

useful plots is based on comparing the distribution of the Cox-Snell residuals with the unit 

exponential distribution. The Cox-Snell residual for the thi  individual with observed time it  
is 

defined as 

                                







 )/(log/

^^

iiiic xtxt SHi
 ,                                                      

Where it  
is the  observed survival time for individual ,  ii x

 
is the vector of covariate values for 

individual i , and )(
^

itS  
is the estimated survival function on the fitted model. The estimated 

survival function for the thi individual is given by: 

 

                                                      

Where ,   and   
  

  are the  maximum likelihood estimator of ,   and     respectively,   i
S  

is the survival function of i  
in the AFT model, and  

log
i

it x


 




 

 
  is referred to as 

standardized residual. The Cox-Snell residual can be applied to any parametric model. The 

corresponding form of residual based particular AFT model can be obtained. For example, under 

the Weibull AFT model, since    exp
i

S e    , the Cox-Snell residual is then 

                                             log log exp
i i i ii s sS t S   



      

Under the log-logistic AFT model, since     1
1
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, the Cox-Snell residual is then 

                                                        log 1 exp
i ic s   
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If the fitted model is appropriate, the plot of   
icS loglog   versus 

ic  
is a straight line with 

unit slope through the origin. These residuals lead to the deviance residuals for the particular 

AFT model. A plot of deviance residuals against the survival time or explanatory variables will 
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be used to check whether there are particular times, or particular values of explanatory variables, 

for which the model is not a good fit. 

  3.17 Bayesian Survival Analysis   

Bayesian analysis offers a way of dealing with information conceptually different from all other 

statistical  methods. It provides a method in which observations are used to update estimates of 

the unknown parameters of a statistical model. The Bayesian method is based on specifying a 

probability model for the observed data X, given a vector of unknown parameters 𝜃, leading to 

the likelihood function L(𝜃 𝑋 ). 

3.17.1 Prior Distribution 

The prior distribution 𝜋(𝜃) expresses our uncertainty about 𝜃 before seeing the data. Bayesian 

probability measures the degree of belief that you have in a random event. The prior distribution 

is a probability distribution that represents the prior information associated with the parameter of 

interest. It is a key aspect of a Bayesian analysis. There are two types of prior distribution, 

informative priors and non-informative priors. 

An informative for 𝜃 prior is a prior distribution that is used when information about the 

parameter of interest is available before the data is collected, and this information is to be 

included in the analysis. Typically, informative prior distributions are created from historical 

studies, pure expert knowledge (experience) and a combination of both. Even if there is prior 

knowledge about what we are examining, in some cases we might prefer not to use this and let 

the data speak for themselves.   

 A non-informative prior distribution that is used to express complete ignorance of the value of 

before the data is collected. They are non-informative in the sense that no value is favored over 

any other and are also described as diffuse or flat at prior due to this reason and their shape. The 

most common non-informative prior is the uniform distribution over the range of the sample 

space for 𝜃. 

3.17.2 Likelihood Function 

A likelihood functions is a function that gives the probability of observing of the sample data 

given the current parameters. Suppose we observe n independent vectors of (𝑇i , 𝛿i , 𝑥i), where 

𝑇i  is time to the event and  𝛿i  is indicator variable telling us whether (𝑇i is uncensored or 
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censored. 

                                        𝛿i= 
0        𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 1  𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑  𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
  

The likelihood function of the set of unknown parameters, 𝜃 in the presence of right censoring 

can be written as; 

         L(𝜃)=      𝑓(𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)𝐼(𝛿𝑖=0) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  𝐼 𝛿𝑖=1 ] 𝑛
𝑖=1                

Log –likelihood would be as follows: 

                l(𝜃) =log   𝑓(𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)𝐼(𝛿𝑖=0) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  𝐼 𝛿𝑖=1 ]    𝑛
𝑖=1

      

               l(𝜃)= [𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑓 𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃 𝐼 𝛿𝑖=0  + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑆 (𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  𝐼 𝛿𝑖=1 )]𝑛
𝑖=1  

Where f(𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃) and 𝑆(𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  are the density  and survival distribution ,respectively  

In these models, when both of 𝛽 and 𝜎2  are unknown, no joint prior is available.               

3.17.3 Posterior Distribution 

The posterior distribution π(θ X ), expresses our uncertainty about 𝜃 after seeing the data. The 

posterior distribution is obtained by multiplying the prior distribution over all parameters, 𝜃 

by the full likelihood functions, L (𝜃 𝑋 ). All Bayesian inferential conclusions are based on the 

Posterior distribution of the model generated. The inference is performed by sampling from 

Posterior distribution until the convergence to the posterior distribution is achieved [48].  

The major problem in the Bayesian approach is that in most cases the full form of the posterior 

distribution cannot be obtained in closed form, that is, the posterior density may not belong to 

standard distribution. Such problem cannot be solved easily. In order to solve such problems we 

will use MCMC simulations. Then we assume that  𝜃 is a random variable and has a prior 

distribution dented by   𝜋(𝜃). Inference concerning 𝜃 is then based on the posterior distribution, 

which is obtained by Bayes‟ theorem. Then posterior distribution of 𝜃 is given by; 

π(θ X )=
L X θ  π(θ)

 L X θ  π(θ)dθ
 

 Combining the likelihood function with the prior distribution on (𝛽, 𝜎2) and the full conditional 

distributions for unknown parameters, the posterior distribution can be written as: 

𝜋 𝛽 𝜎2 , 𝑡, 𝑥 ∝    𝑓 𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃 𝐼 𝛿𝑖=0 ∗ 𝑆 (𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  𝐼 𝛿𝑖=1 ] 
𝑛

𝑖=1

∗ 𝜋 𝛽 𝜎2   

                   𝜋 𝜎2 𝛽 , 𝑡, 𝑥 ∝    𝑓 𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃 𝐼 𝛿𝑖=0 ∗ 𝑆 (𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)  𝐼 𝛿𝑖=1 ] 𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗ 𝜋 𝛽 𝜎2  * 𝜋 𝜎2  
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The posterior distribution for the model specification above does not have closed form solution 

for the parameters. For these models, MCMC-Gibbs sampler is implemented using the Win 

BUGS package   

3.17.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

Markov Chain: a stochastic process that generates conditional dependent samples according to 

some target distribution. 

Monte Carlo: a numerical integration technique that finds an expectation: 

MCMC is a method that generates a sequence of dependent samples from the target distribution 

and computes quantities by using Monte Carlo based on these samples. MCMC techniques 

generate a Markov chain that ultimately provides a sample from the posterior distribution and 

that the summary measures calculated from this chain consistently estimate the corresponding 

true posterior summary measures.  

3.17.5 MCMC Estimation methods 

The Bayesian approach applies probability theory to a model derived from substantive 

knowledge and deal with realistically complex situations; the approach can also be termed „full 

probability modeling‟.  The MCMC simulation is to do the integration numerically rather than 

analytically by sampling from the posterior distribution of interest even when the form of that 

posterior has no known algebraicform  [49]. This will yield all posterior summary statistics 

(approximately). 

Gibbs Sampler 

Gibbs sampler  is applicable in general when the joint parameter  is not known explicitly  but the 

conditional distribution of each parameter given the other is known .let p(𝜃) =p(𝜃1, 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 , … , 𝜃𝑘 ) 

denote the joint parameter and let p(𝜃𝑖 |𝜃−𝑖) denote the conditional  density  for the 𝑖𝑡  

component 𝜃𝑖  given  the other k-1  components.  

Gibbs sampler algorithm begin by picking the arbitrary starting point value  

 𝜃0 = { 𝜃1
 0 , 𝜃2

 0 , … , 𝜃𝐾
 0  .  it then sample randomly from  the conditional densities  p(𝜃𝑖 |𝜃−𝑖) 

for i=1,…,k successively as follows; 

I. For i=0, 1,2,…,K-1 generate each component of 𝜃 as follows  

 Draw 𝜃1
(𝑖+1)  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚   𝑃(𝜃1 𝜃2

𝑖 , 𝜃3
𝑖 , … , 𝜃𝑘

𝑖
) 

 Draw 𝜃2
(𝑖+1)  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚    𝑃(𝜃2 𝜃1

𝑖 , 𝜃3
𝑖 , … , 𝜃𝑘

𝑖
) 
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 Draw 𝜃3
(𝑖+1)  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚   𝑃(𝜃3 𝜃1

𝑖 , 𝜃2
𝑖 , … , 𝜃𝑘

𝑖
) 

 Draw 𝜃𝐾
(𝑖+1)  𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚    𝑃(𝜃𝐾 𝜃1

𝑖  , 𝜃2

𝑖
, 𝜃3

𝑖 , … , 𝜃𝑘−1
𝑖
) 

II. Repeat step 2 until convergence  

III. Return 𝜃𝑏+1 =   𝜃1
 𝑏+1 , 𝜃2

 𝑏+1 , … , 𝜃𝐾
 𝑏+1  , 𝜃 𝑏+2 , … , 𝜃(𝑁) 

The means of the posterior samples provide point estimates for the model parameters, while the 

standard deviations provide measures of precision. The 95% intervals (calculated using the 2.5th 

and 97.5th percentiles of the posterior samples) provide an alternative indication of the 

covariates effects along with estimation precision. The MC error is an estimate of the difference 

between the mean of the sampled values (which we are using as our estimate of the posterior 

mean for each parameter) and the true posterior mean. As a rule of thumb, the simulation should 

be run until the Monte Carlo error for each parameter of interest is less than about 5% of the 

sample standard deviation. 

 3.15.6 Model Diagnostic 

Once a model has been developed, we now would like to know how effective the model is in 

describing the outcome variable. This is referred to as goodness of fit. The most common ways 

of checking goodness of fit are: diagnosis for convergence and mixing, and posterior-predictive 

check. Diagnosis of the convergence is important to answer the questions of how to determine 

whether the sampler has reached its stationary distribution. The Markov chain must be started 

somewhere, and initial values are selected for the unknown parameters. In theory the choice of 

initial values will have no influence on the eventual samples from the Markov chain, but in 

practice convergence will be improved and numerical problems avoided if reasonable initial 

values can be chosen [49].  

Convergence diagnostics are widely used to determine how many initial “burn-in” iterations 

should be discarded from the output of a MCMC sampler in the hope that the remaining samples 

are representative of the target distribution of interest. The best method is choosing the number 

of burn-in iterations r by applying convergence diagnostics to one or more pilot chains, and then 

basing estimation and inference on a separate long chain from which the first r iterations have 

been discarded. To use summary statistics of the estimated posterior distributions for inference 

the realized value of the parameters (the MCMC value) should converge. To check this we have 

to use suitable diagnosis to evaluate mixing and convergence of a sampler. From different 
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methods of checking convergence Gelman and Rubin (BGR) diagnostic, trace and history plots, 

kernel density plot and autocorrelation are among the common. 

The GR diagnostic compares the within-chain and the between-chain variability, and if the 

ratio (converges approximately to one or if lines for each chain on the GR are nearly together, 

this implies that the statistics converge. A trace or time-series plot of the values in the chain or of 

values derived from them show that if the chain is drifting, perhaps indicating that the burn-in 

was not long enough, and it will illustrate the speed of mixing, which is how quickly the chain 

moves across the distribution. Chains that mix slowly will produce long, slow cycles, and they 

take longer to converge. Mixing can sometimes be improved by re-parameterizing the model. 

Once we confirmed that convergence has been achieved, we will need to run the simulation for a 

further number of iterations to obtain samples that can be used for posterior inference. The more 

samples you save, the more accurate will be your posterior estimates. One way to assess the 

accuracy of the posterior estimates is by calculating the Monte Carlo error for each parameter 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

     4.1 Baseline Characteristics  

Table 1: Demographic and health factors of categorical covariate by MDR-TB in Saint Peter‟s 

Specialized TB hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

Covariate  Categories    No 

of patient  

No of death     

(%)  

  Noof 

censored    

(%) 

Median of 

survival time  

in  day  

Sex  Male  155(48.4) 37(55.2) 118(46.6) 596 

Female  165(51.6) 30(44.8) 153(53.4) 598 

TB status  Yes  288(90) 52(77.6) 236(93.3) 600 

No  32(10) 15(24.4) 17(6.7) 505.5 

HIV status  Positive  90(28.1) 33(49.3) 57(22.5) 599 

Negative  230(71.9) 34(50.7) 197(77.5) 597 

Co-morbidity  Yes  197(61.6) 56(83.6) 141(55.7) 597 

No  123(38.4) 11(16.4) 112(44.3) 599 

Smoking  

status  

Yes  42(13.1) 20(29.85) 22(13.1) 592 

No  278(86.9) 47(70.15) 231(86.9) 598 

Alcohol use  Yes   38(11.9) 14(11.9) 24(9.5) 597.5 

No  282(88.1) 53(88.1) 229(90.5) 597 

TB type   Pulmonary  279(87.2) 65(97) 214(84.6) 597 

Extra  pulmonary  41(12.8) 2(3) 39(15.4) 605 

 

Education 

level  

Illiterate  49(15.3) 12(17.9) 37(14.6) 463 

Primary  128(40) 26(38.8) 102(40.3) 597 

Secondary  77(24.1) 14(20.9) 63(24.9) 601 

Above secondary 66(20.6) 15(22.4) 51(20.2) 600 

 

 

Region   

Addis Ababa  128(71.3) 46(68.4) 182(71.9) 599 

Oromiya 49(15.3) 13(19.4) 36(14.2) 596 

Amhara 10(3.1) 3(4.5) 7(2.8) 594.5 
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SNNP 14(4.4) 2(3) 12(4.7) 601.5 

Other  19(5.9) 3(4.5) 16(6.3) 388 

 

Registration  

  Group 

New  36(11.25) 17(25.4) 19(7.5) 505.5 

Relapse  103(32.2) 19(28.4) 84(33.2) 598 

Failure of new 

regime  

119(37.2) 22(32.8) 97(38.3) 601 

Other  62(19.4) 9(13.4) 53(20.9) 598.5 

Total  320 67(20.94) 253(79.06)  

 Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from Jan 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

Table 2: Demographic and health factors of Continuous covariate by MDR-TB in Saint Peter‟s 

Specialized TB hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016. 

Patient  status  Continuous 

covariates  

Mean   Median   Standard 

deviation  

Minimum  Maximum  

 

  Death 

 

Age  40.19 38 15.3 2 75 

BMI  17.07 16.9 2.72 11.17 23.1 

Time  155.64 63 190.56 1 612 

 Censored  Age 30.48 29 10.73 6 65 

BMI  17.62 17.4 3.18 10.3 28.3 

Time  545.89 604 197.60 28 923 

 Over all  Age 32.52 30 12.45 2 75 

BMI  17.51 17.3 3.1 10.3 28.70 

Time  464.18 597 252.29 1 969 

    Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

The baseline characteristics were presented in the Table 1 above. In this study, a sample of 320 

MDR-TB patients was considered. The medical cards of those patients were reviewed. Of these 

155 (48.4 %) were males and 165(51.6%) were females and the median of survival time 596 and 

598 respectively. The Region of the MDR-TB patients were, 128(71.3%) from Addis Ababa, 

49(15.3%) from Oromiya, 10(3.1%) from Amhara, 14(4.4%) from SNNP and 19(5.9%) from 

other region .Median of survival time were 599, 596, 594.5, 601.5 and 3388 days respectively. 

There were 67(20.94%) known deaths; out of this death 33(49.3%) in HIV positive and 
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34(50.7%)) in the HIV negative group. The median survival time for HIV positive was 599 days 

and 597 days for HIV negative MDR-TB patients. 

Similar finding conducted at St. Peter‟s specialized TB Hospital showed that  from  total study 

units, 87 (46.28%) of them are  male and the rest 101 (53.72%) are female. Among the total 

subjects, there were 29 (15.43 %) known deaths, of them 30.3 % (10/33) in HIV positive and 

12.3 % (19/155) in the HIV negative group occurred. The majority of MDR-TB patients were 

younger aged less than 35 years (81.38 %) with median age of 27 years living in Addis Ababa 

(75.27 %), Oromia (11.29 %), Tigray (5.38 %). All patients were tested for HIV infection as 

testing is imposed by national policies and 33 (17.55 %) were positive. Only 7 (3.72 %) were not 

treated for anti-TB drugs the rest 181 (96.28 %) were treated previously for anti-TB drugs [43]. 

Of the total study units, 195 (57 %) were males and the rest 147 (43 %) were females. There 

were 37 (10.8 %) known deaths; 12.7% (9/71) in HIV positive and 10.3 % (28/271) in the HIV 

negative group occurred [45]. 

Among those four registrations group 36(11.25%) were new, 103(32.2%) were relapse, 

119(37.2%) were failure of new regime and 62(19.4%) were other registration group and the 

median survival time were 505.5,598,601 and 589.5days respectively.  Out of the patients 197 

(61.6%) were have no co-morbidity and 123(38.4%) were have comorbidity. The proportion of 

the patients who were died among this groups were 56(83.6%) and 11(16.4%) respectively. The 

median of the survival time for a patient with comorbidity and with no comorbidity were 597 and 

599 day respectively. Out of the entire subject integrated in this study; 288(90%) have been 

previously treated for TB and 32(10%) had no history of previous TB treatment and median of 

survival time 600 and 505.5 respectively. Similar study conducted at Saint Peter‟s Specialized 

TB show that 7 (3.72 %) were not treated for anti-TB drugs the rest 181 (96.28 %) were treated 

previously for anti-TB drugs. In addition to resistance to isoniazid and rifampicin 65.96 % were 

resistant to other first line [43] and   nationwide survey conducted in China; the estimated MDR-

TB rate was 5.7% for new cases and 25.6% for previously treated cases [22]. 

Out of the total MDRTB patients included in this study 42(13.1%) and 278(86.9%) were 

smokers and nonsmokers respectively. The proportion of patients who were died among this 

20(29.85%) were smoker and 47(70.15%) were nonsmokers. The median of survival time for a 

patient with smoking status and with no smoking status were 592 and 598 day respectively. 
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similar study conducted reveal that  out of the total MDRTB patients included in this 

study10(5.32%) and 178(94.68%) were smokers and nonsmokers respectively[43]. 

Out of the entire subjects integrated in this study, 14(11.9%) of the patients were Alcohol users 

whereas 53(88.1%) were Non-Alcohol users. The death proportion was higher for those Non-

Alcohol users 53(88.1%) while lower for those Alcohol user patients 14 (11.9%).The survival 

times were higher for those Non-Alcohol user 997.5 day while lower for those Alcohol user 

patients 997 day. The sample data also revealed that 279(87.2%) patients were Pulmonary TB 

type and 41(12.8%) were extra pulmonary TB type. Out of total death in this study 65(97%) 

were Pulmonary TB type patients and whereas 2(3%) extra pulmonary TB type patients.  

Regarding to Educational level 49(15.3%)  Illiterate, 128(40%) had primary school, 77(42.1%) 

had secondary school and 66(20.6%) had above secondary school. From this, the death 

proportion were highest for those patients who had Primary which is 26(38.8%), followed by 

those who had  above secondary education which was 15(22.4%), while the lowest proportion of 

death 14(20.9%) and 12(17.9%) were patients who had secondary school and  illiterate 

respectively. The median of survival time for patient illiterate, primary, secondary and above 

secondary school were 463day, 597day, 601day and 600 day respectively.  

From a sample of 320 MDR-TB patients was considered in Saint Peters specialized TB Hospital 

form July 3,2014 to October 28,2016 253(79.06%) were censored and 67(20.94%) were died.  

A total of 400 patients with MDR-TB were treated in ALERT and Gondar hospital during the 

study period from August, 2011 to September, 2014. However, the study included 342 MDR-TB 

patients for whom data for variables of interest were complete. Of these 89.2% were censored 

and 10.8% were died (uncensored)[45]. 

From the Table 2 above : The overall median estimated survival time, age and body mass index 

patients under the study were 596 days, 30 years and 17.3kg/m
2
 respectively. The minimum 

follow-up time was 1day and the maximum was 969 days as well as the mean of follow up time 

was 464.18 days and standard deviation was 252.29 days. The mean of survival time for the 

status death was 155.64 days and 545.89 days for the status censored. Similar study conducted at 

Gonder and ALERT Hospital reveal  the overall median estimated survival time and age   

patients under the study were 8 month , 22 years  respectively. The minimum follow-up time was 

1months and 42 months [45]. 
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   Figure 1: Bar graph for status variable (Death and Censored) 

 

Figure 2: The plot of the overall Kaplan-Meier survival estimate and 95% confidence bound    

function of MDR-TB patients in St.Peter‟s Specialized Hospital, Ethiopia. 

The patients were followed up for a median period of 597days. The minimum follow-up time 

was 1 day and the maximum was 969 days. From figure 2 the overall Kaplan- Meier survival 

estimate decline as the survival time increase.  The following graph of the estimate of overall 

Kaplan-Meier survivor function reveals that most of the deaths occurred in the earlier day of 

MDR-TB treatment. The 95% confidence bounds for overall survival estimate was narrow at the 

beginning survival time and became wider until end of the study.  
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4.2 Comparison of Survival Experience 

Log-rank and Peto to test the significance difference in survival experience among different 

categories.  

Table 3: Comparison of Survival Experience of MDR-TB Patients Using Log-rank and Peto test 

(at St. Peter‟s specialized hospital January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016) 

Categorical 

 Covariate 

 Degree  

freedom  

     Log-rank test              Peto  test  

Chi-square   p-value   Chi-square   p-value  

Sex  1 1.4 0.245 1.3 0.245 

TB type 1 5.3  0.022 5.2  0.023 

TB status  1 18.4 0.000 18.9 0.000 

Smoking  status 1 19.2 0.000 17.6 0.000 

Alcohol  use  1 5 0.025 4.1 0.042 

HIV status  1 16.8 0.000 16.1 0.000 

Co-morbidity  1 15.5 0.000 14.8 0.000 

Education level  3 1.7 0.630 1.9 0.585 

Registration group  3 22.1 0.000 22.6 0.000 

Region       4 2.2 0.698 2.4 0.663 

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016  

The Kaplan-Meier estimator survival curve used to estimate survivor function among different 

covariates so that one can make comparison. The survivorship pattern of one is lying above 

another means the group defined by the upper curve has a better survival time than the group 

defined by the lower curve. 
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Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier survivor estimates for Sex and TB site 

The Log-rank and Peto test results show that Tuberculosis type (TB site), tuberculosis status 

(previous history of TB), Smoking status, Alcohol use, Co-morbidity and registration group were 

significant difference between the survival experience at 5% level of significance, whose 

different levels have an impact in the survival time of MDR TB patients; whereas Sex, Education 

level and Region did not significant difference between the survival experience at 5% level of 

significance. The study conducted Gonder and ALERT Hospital reveal that, there were 

statistically no significant differences in survival/death experience for sex, marital status, 

educational level and HIV [45]. 

From figure 3: The survival time for Sex variable is not clear difference between the categories 

of male and female, it mean that at some point of time one categories better survival time than 

other, have the same survival time and at some point lower survival time than other categories 

and but clear difference between the categories for covariate TB site .Extra pulmonary TB site 

patient have better survival time than .pulmonary TB site. 

On the (Appendix B); the Kaplan-Meier survival curve revealed that patients who are not use 

Alcohol and non-smoker had high survival time as compared to the other groups which did use 

Alcohol and Smoke cigarette patients. Similarly, had previous TB status, had no co-morbidity 

and negative HIV co-infection had high survival time as compared, had no previous TB status, 

and had comorbidity and positive HIV co-infection respectively. Again From appendix B; The 
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survival time for Education level and region were not clear difference between the categories, it 

mean that at some point of time one categories better survival time than other, have the same 

survival time and at some point lower survival  time than other categories. General the long rank 

and Peto test and Kaplan-Meier survivor estimates reveal the same conclusion. 

4.3 Single Covariate Cox Regression Analysis 

Single covariate cox proportional hazards model analysis is an appropriate procedure that is used 

to screen out potentially important variables before directly included in the multivariate model. 

The factors which are significant at 25% level of significance in univariate cox proportional 

hazard analysis were included in multivariate cox proportional hazard analysis.   

The relationship between each covariates and survival time of MDR-TB patients are presented in 

(Appendix A, table 1) from this table, survival time of the  MDR-TB patients was significantly 

related with covariate Age, Body mass index, TB status, HIV co-infection, TB site, Smoking 

Status, Alcohol use, Co-morbidity and Registration group at 25% significance levels. The 

confidence interval of the hazard ratio for all covariates does not include 1 except covariate Body 

mass index and alcohol use in univariate models, at 0.25 level of significance.   

However; Sex, Educational level and Region of patient were not a significant factor for the death 

of MDR-TB patient at 25% level of significance.  

Table 4: Comparison of Univarate and Multivariable Cox Proportional Hazard Model. 

Covariate  Categories  Univarite model  Multivariable model  

(95% CI)   p-value (95% CI) p-value 

Age  1.053[1.034,1.071] 0.000 1.044[1.025,1.063] 0.000
**

 

BMI  0.952[0.881,1.029] 0.215 0.915[0.841,0.996] 0.040
*
 

TB type Pulmonary(ref)      

Extra pulmonary  0.281[0.088,0.896] 0.032 0.455[0.140  1.478] 0.190 

TB status No(ref)     

Yes 0.303[0.170,0.540] 0.000 0.510[0.110,2.372] 0.391 

HIVco-

infection  

 Negative (ref)       

Positive  2.624[1.625,4.237] 0.000 1.727[1.044, 2.858] 0.024
*
 

Smoking  No(ref)       
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 Yes  3.040[1.8 ,5.132] 0.000 2.807[1.299 ,6.064] 0.009
*
 

Alcohol   No (ref)      

Yes  1.939[1.076,3.496] 0.028 0.878[0.311 ,1.690] 0.457 

Comorbidity  No (ref)      

Yes  3.390[1.776,6.472] 0.000 2.130[1.088 ,4.173] 0.027
*
 

Registration 

group 

New (ref)       

Relapse  0.316[0.164,0.609] 0.001 0.626[0.136,2.883] 0.548 

Failure new regime  0.318[0.169,0.601] 0.000 0.767[0.169,3.474] 0.730 

Other  0.239[0.106,0.536] 0.001 0.450[0.090,2.340] 0.349 

      Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

*P-value<.005 was statistically significant for multivariate model. 

   Ref=Reference, CI=Confidence interval 

To further optimize the Cox model, the variable with the highest P-value and over threshold of 

significance are removed from the predictive model one by one until all the rest variables  were 

shown significant impact on the prediction of hazard rate. From Table 4 the variable Registration 

group was the variables with highest p-value, so it is removed first. The result is shown in 

(Appendix A).  

  4.4 Multivariable Cox Proportional Hazard Regression Analysis 

Multivariable Cox PH including all the potential risk factors that had a P-value of less than or 

equal 0.25 in single covariate Cox PH analysis. To select the best subgroup of variables in our 

model, the approach of stepwise was applied as seen in (Appendix A).In order to decide whether 

or not a variable is significant, the p-value associated with each parameter has been estimated 

and variables that have p-value less than 0.05 cut point or 5% significance level were considered 

as important variables to predict survival time of MDR-TB patients.  
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Table 5: Final Multivariable Cox Proportional Hazard models on time to death of MDR-TB 

Patient at St.Peter‟s specialized hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD  Z-value P-value  95% CL of HR 

Age  0.044 1.045 0.009  4.804 1.56e-06 *** [1.027  ,  1.064] 

BMI -0.095 0.909 0.043 -2.237 0.025318 *    [0.837 ,  0.988] 

HIVco-infection  0.526 1.692 0.255 2.065 0.038892 *   [1.027  , 2.786] 

Smoking  0.853 2.347 0.275 3.103 0.001916 **  [1.369  ,  4.022] 

comorbidity  0.822 2.276 0.339 2.427 0.015230 *   [1.171  , 4.423] 

TB status -1.132 0.322 0.303 -3.736 0.000187 *** [0.178  ,  0.584] 

R square= 0.201   (max possible= 0.902)         Likelihood ratio test= 71.67 on 6 df,   p=1.856e-13 

Wald test  = 76.08  on 6 df,   p=2.298e-14       Score (logrank) test = 84.01   on 6 df,   p=5.551e-16 

 Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

          *P-value<.005 was statistically significant. Hazard ratio =HR,  

          CI=Confidence interval, 𝛽=Parameter of estimate, SD =Standard deviation 

The last step in model development strategy is consideration of interaction terms that may be 

useful in the improvement of the model. The researcher  do not have any prior knowledge of 

specific interactions that we must include so we will consider all the possible bivariate 

interactions to see if the interaction effects can increase or decrease the survival time of MDR-

TB patients but there no interaction effect for this datasets. As a result, six covariates were 

significant at 5% level of significance .Hence, the final multivariate model which includes the six 

covariates namely: Age, Body mass index, Smoking status, HIV co-infection, Co-morbidity and 

TB status are the risk factor for the death of MDR-TB patient or these variables significantly 

affects the survival of MDR-TB patients. 

4.5 Model Checking 

A final fitted model to be assessed after a model has been constructed. It is desirable to 

determine whether a fitted Cox PH regression model adequately describes the data set or not. 

This includes a test for violation of the assumption of proportional hazards, check influence 

observation and measuring the overall goodness of fit of the model.  
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 4.5.1 Test of the assumption of proportional hazards 

Table 6: Test of assumption of constant proportional hazard by using scale Schoenfeld residual. 

Covariates    Rho Chi-square p-value    

Age 0.06096 0.29835 0.5849  

Bmi -0.05151 0.14547 0.7029  

HIV 0.04643 0.15551 0.6933  

Smoking 0.24426 4.09879 0.0429
*
  

Comorbidity 0.12007 1.03257 0.3096  

Status 0.00623 0.00272 0.9584  

GLOBAL NA 6.57925 0.3615  

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

rho =the estimated correlation between scale Schoenfeld residual and time 

From the table 6: The variable smoking status was, hence p-value less than 5% this departure 

from proportional hazards. This occurs when regression coefficients are dependent on time that 

is when time interact with smoking status .Therefore hazard ratio for smoking status variable is 

not constant over a time. However the variables Age ,Body mass index , HIV co infection, 

Comorbidity  and TB status were satisfy the assumption of constant hazard ratio over time (p 

>0.05) or  there is no enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the covariates Age ,Body 

mass index , HIV co infection, Comorbidity and TB status satisfy the assumption of proportional 

hazard. Similar study conducted at Gonder and ALERT Hospital  showed  that  smoking  was not 

satisfy the assumption of  constant proportional hazard[45]. 

On (Appendix C); shows the plots of scaled Schoenfeld residuals vs. the covariates. From figure 

the line on each plot is a smoothing spline; the broken lines give a point-wise 95-percent 

confidence envelope around this fit. The tendency for the effect of smoking status rise with time 

is clear in these plots and the tendency for the effect of Body mass index, HIV co infection, and 

Comorbidity and TB status constant over time. There is no evidence of a departure from the 

proportional hazards assumption for the covariates that are included in the model except for the 

covariate smoking status. The global is non-significant at 5% level of significance it means that 

the proportional hazard assumption is satisfied. 
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4.5.2 Assessment of linearity of covariates in the model 

It is necessary to check whether the correct functional form of a continuous covariate holds in the 

model proposed to describe the data. A number of techniques are available, which are designed 

to determine whether the data support the hypothesis that the effect of the covariate is linear in 

the log hazard. In this study a graphical technique of the plots of the martingale residuals is use. 

 

       Figure 4: Plots of Martingale residuals against Age and body mass index 

If martingale near to one the patients died too soon (earliest death) and large negative implies 

lived too long (longest survival time) .The figure 4 reveal that MDR-TB patients died too soon 

and lived too long. The loess line not wiggles (up and down in short movement) around zero, 

such a pattern was indicate non-proportional hazards (non-PH). Therefore the plots of martingale 

residual not confirm that Age and Body mass index of a patient have an approximate linear 

relationship with the survival time. Again the appendix C reveal that the covariate smoking 

status was not met the assumption of the constants PH and there is also an outlier form the 

figure. General cox proportional hazard is not good fit for this dataset, therefore other model 

need to accommodate the assumption of constant hazard proportion like Stratified Cox 

Proportional model and AFT models. 

 4.6 Stratified Cox PH regression 

 Cox regression model is applicable only to time- invariant predictors with time-constant effects 

only. We should split the whole sample into subgroups on the basis of categorical variable 

(stratification variable) and re-estimate the model [50]. 

 

Loess line 

Near to 1 implies died too soon Large negative implies lived too long 
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Table 7: Estimate of the parameter for Stratified Cox PH regression 

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD Z-value        P-value    95% CL of HR     

Age 0.0456 1.047 0.009 4.819 0.000 1.027  ,  1.066    

BMI -0.095 0.909 0.042 -2.258 0.024 0.837  ,  0.988    

HIV 0.477 1.611 0.258 2.850 0.034   1.972  ,  2.669    

Comorbidity 0.851 2.342 0.340 2.501 0.012   1.202  ,  4.562    

TB status -1.155 0.315 0.306 -3.772 0.000 0.173  ,  0.574    

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

From table 6: The variable smoking status violate the assumption of proportional hazard, 

therefore the stratified Cox PH model is applied for this data set. Figure 4 shows that clear 

differences between the non-smoker and smoker survival curve. All covariate satisfies the 

assumption of constant proportional hazard; this supports the Cox PH model. The result of 

stratified Cox PH models to detect a non-proportional hazards trend for the smoking status 

variables. 

 

                 Figure 5: Stratified survivor plots to check for PH assumption  

  4.7 Accelerated Failure Time Models 

 When PH assumptions were not satisfied, the parametric AFT model should be used instead of 

the Cox model. The assumption of cox proportional hazard model was violated for covariate 
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smoking status in this case AFT model is appropriate. AFT models follow a known distribution; 

Exponential, Weibull, Lognormal, Log-logistics and Gamma.    

4.8 Comparison of Accelerated Failure Time Models 

The common applicable criterion to select the model is the Akaikie information criterion (AIC) 

Table 8, revealed that the Weibull regression model was the small AIC value, this indicate that  

the Weibull AFT model is a better  fit the data of  MDR-TB  patient. 

   Table 8: Comparison of AFT model based on AIC 

Distribution     AIC    -2Loglik 

Exponential 1094.472 1080.472 

Weibull 1055.969                                    1039.969 

Lognormal                    1062.494                                            1046.494 

Log-Logistic                     1058.382              1042.382 

Gamma                                                         1212.687                          1196.687 

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

   AIC= Akaikie information criterion, Small AIC relatively to the other is best     

4.9 Multivariable Weibull AFT Regression model 

The Weibull model is a slight modification of the exponential model. We retain the assumption 

that ε has a standard extreme-value distribution, but we relax the assumption that σ = 1.  When  

σ > 1, the hazard decreases with time. When 0.5 < σ < 1, the hazard is increasing at a decreasing 

rate. When 0 < σ < 0.5, the hazard is increasing at an increasing rate. And when σ =0.5, the 

hazard function is an increasing straight line with an origin at 0. 

For MDR-TB patient data set the value of σ = 1.87 which is greater than one therefore hazard 

decrease with time.  

In AFT models, the sign of the coefficient indicates how a covariate affects the log survival 

times. Thus, a positive coefficient increases the log survival time and, hence, the expected 

duration. A negative coefficient decreases the logged survival time and, hence, the expected 

duration. Hence Age of patient, HIV co-infection, Smoking status and Comorbidity have 

negative coefficient, therefore logged survival time decreased , but Body mass index and TB 

status have positive  coefficient ,it indicate the logged survival time is increased. 
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Table 9: Comparison of HR and ETR for Weibull PH and AFT model. 

                     PH model                AFT model  

HR 95% Cl of HR    ETR  95% Cl of ETR  

Age 1.047 [1.028 ,1.066] 0.918 [0.885,0.952] 

BMI 0.905 [0.832,0.984] 1.204 [1.028,1.410] 

HIVco-infection 1.724 [1.048 ,2.836] 0.362 [0.137,0.953] 

Smoking status 2.314 [1.351,3.961] 0.209 [0.073,0.594] 

Comorbidity  2.246 [1.156,4.366] 0.220 [0.062,0.789] 

TB status 0.331 [0.183,0.599] 7.879 [2.519,24.643] 

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016       
HR=Hazard ratio , ETR = Event time ratio ,PH= Proportional hazard  

 

From table 9:Show that PH models, exponentiate the coefficients to obtain hazard ratios, these 

hazard ratios use to calculate the factor change or percentage change in the baseline hazard 

associated with a one unit increase in a covariate. All 95% CI for Weibull PH mode does not 

include one; it shows that all covariate were statistically significant effect for the death of 

MDR-TB patients.  In AFT models exponentiate the coefficients to obtain time ratios. These 

time ratios use to calculate the factor change or percentage change in the expected survival time 

associated with a one unit increase in a covariate. The 95% confidence interval  of ETR of all 

covariate does not include one .For  AFT model TB status covariate have wide confidence 

interval relative to the other interval at 5% level of significance. General both PH model and 

AFT model reveal that the same conclusion. 
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Table 10:Variance –Covariance for the parameter of significant effect covariate.  

 Intercept    Age   Bmi HIV Smok com TBs Log(scale) 

Intercept 2.7128         

Age -0.0119  0.0003       

Bmi -0.0918 -0.0003  0.0065      

HIV -0.0246  0.0004 -0.0069  0.2444     

Smoking -0.0041 -0.0005 -0.0056  0.0362  0.2849    

Comorbidity -0.4208  0.0017  0.0010 -0.0421 -0.0064 .4235   

TB status -0.2213  0.0006  0.0002 0.0014 -0.0148 -0.0360 0.4385  

Log(scale)  0.0399 -0.0008  0.0017 -0.0157 -0.0168 -0.0168 0.0176 .0125 

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

   Variance =diagonal of the matrix   , covariance = Off diagonal of the matrix     

Table 10 above: Reveal that the variance increase diagonal expect intercept and log(scale).The 

intercept of AFT model have large variance  relatively to the other estimate of parameters and 

the parameter estimate of age  patient  have low variance relative to the other parameters. The 

parameter intercept have a negative correlation with all parameters expect log (scale).   

4.11 Final interpretation of weibull AFT model 

Table 11:  Final parameter estimate of Weibull AFT model. 

Covariate  𝛽  Std Z-value P-value ERT  95% Cl of ERT 

(Intercept)  8.8174 1.6471 5.35 8.63e-08   

Age -0.0859 0.0185 -4.65 3.35e-06 0.918 [0.885,0.952] 

BMI  0.1856 0.0808 2.30 2.15e-02 1.204 [1.028,1.410] 

HIVco-infection -1.0172 0.4944 -2.06 3.96e-02 0.362 [0.137,0.953] 

Smoking status -1.5671 0.5338 -2.94 3.33e-03 0.209 [0.073,0.594] 

Comorbidity  -1.5120 0.6508 -2.32 2.02e-02 0.220 [0.062,0.789] 

TB status  2.0642 0.5818 3.55 3.88e-04 7.879 [2.519,24.643] 

Log(scale) 0.6250 0.1117 5.60 2.17e-08   

  Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 
  Scale= 1.87         
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From the Table 11: The variables Age, Body mass index, HIV co-infection, Smoking status and 

Comorbidity were statistically significant at 5% level of significance on the survival time of 

MDR-TB patients. The 95% confidence interval of event time for all covariate does not include 

one this implies that all covariate were significant at 5% level of significance.  

From Weibull AFT regression  model, when the effect of all other factor kept constant, one 

unit(one year) increase Age of patient decrease log of survival time by 0.0859 time and The 

estimated acceleration factor for Age patient is estimated to be 0.918 with 95% CI: [0.885, 

0.952].The confidence interval for the acceleration factor did not include one and P-value is 

smaller than 0.05, This implies as Age of patient increase the survival time become decreasing 

or older  patient have less survival time than younger patient for MDR-TB patients.  The study 

conducted in Bangladesh show that age was a risk factor of MDR-TB (AOR=1.72, 95% CI 

[1.12–2.66]) [33]. 

When the effect of other factor kept constant one unit increase Body Mass Index of patient 

increase log of survival time by 0.1856 times and One unit increase Body Mass Index of patient 

is increased survival time by a factor of 1.204.The acceleration factors for patients who smoke 

cigarette were estimated to be 0.209 with 95% CI (0.073, 0.594). This implied that non-smoker 

had longer survival time than smoker. Non-smoker MDR-TB patients survived 79.01% longer 

than smoker MDR-TB patients. The study conducted ALERT Hospital, Addis Ababa and 

Gondar University Teaching and Referral Hospital, Gondar, Ethiopia indicated  that ,  smoking 

status  ( HR=3.17; 95%; 1.32 − 7.64) and weight (HR= 0.9093; 95%Cl; 0.8760 − 0.9440)  were 

a risk factor for the death of MDT-TB  patients . 

Having HIV positive accelerates the time to event by a factor of exp (-1.0172) = 0.362 (0.362 

times shorter survival time compared to the HIV negative).This indicate that HIV positive 

patient were significant effect for the death of MDR-TB patients, negative HIV co-infection 

MDR-TB patients survived 63.8% longer than positive HIVco-infection MDR-TB patients. The 

study conducted in Oromiya indicated HIV infection, previous known TB history, and previous 

TB treatment outcome were risk factor death of MDR-TB patient [9]. Study finding in southern 

Ethiopia shows there was no statistically significant association of HIV status ((OR=1.24, 95% 

CI [1.04–1.43]) with MDR-TB [35]. Whereas other study shows HIV (OR=2.28, 95% CI ) 

[1.52–3.04]) is associated with increased risk of  MDR-TB  patients  [30]..   
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As shown in Table 11: The estimated acceleration factor for TB status was estimated to be 

7.879 with 95% CI lies between (2.519, 24.643). The confidence interval for the acceleration 

factor did not include one and P-value is smaller than 0.05,This indicate that patient who start 

MDR-TB treatment without showing TB status were significant effect for the death of MDR –

TB patients or  patient who were registered as new group were significant effect for the death 

of MDR –TB patients. The survival time for no previous TB history group is decreased by a 

factor of 7.879 times had pervious TB history group. Study findings in republic of Georgia 

shows previously treated for TB were significantly associated more likely to have MDR-TB 

than patients who were new (OR=5.27, 95% CI [3.75-7.41]). Likewise study in the Community 

of Madrid shows significant association with a history of previous TB treatment (OR=5.94, 

95% CI [1.46-24.18]) [39]. 

Lastly the estimated acceleration factor for comorbidity status is estimated to be 0.220 with 

95% CI lies between 0.062 and 0.789.The interval of event time ratio did not include one and 

P-value is smaller than 0.05, This indicate that a patient who did not have comorbidity status 

(had no chronic disease) have prolonged survival time than patient who had comorbidity status 

(had chronic disease).MDR-TB patients who have  no chronic disease survived 78% longer 

than patient who had chronic disease. The conducted Estonia in showed that co-morbidities had 

influence on mortality among MDR-TB patients (OR, 2.62; 95% CL, 1.00-6.87) [42]. 

4.10 Fitted Weibull AFT model  

 Using the regression equation (3.5) and with the parameters estimated in final model the 

following regression model and distribution of the survival time of MDR-TB patk2ients 

derived as follow,Weibull distribution which can be expressed as;                                        

          𝑇~𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝜆, 𝛼  𝑤𝑖𝑡  𝜆 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(
−8.8174

1.87
) = 008958 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛼 =

1

1.87
=  0.535    

   𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒~𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙 0.008958,0.535                                                  

              Final by substituting all parameter to Weibull distribution  

  𝑜 𝑡 =  0.008958 ∗  0.535 𝑡0.535−1    𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒  

 𝑡; 𝑋, 𝛽 =  0.008958 ∗ (0.535)𝑡0.535−1exp 
−𝛽 𝑡

𝑎𝑓𝑡

𝜎
𝑋    is Hazard function with covariate 

    Additive AFT model 
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𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑇 = 8.8174 − 0.0859 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 0.1856 𝐵𝑚𝑖 − 1.5671 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 −

                  1.0172 𝐻𝐼𝑉 +  2.0642 𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 − 1.5120 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦                              

 Multiplicative AFT model  

𝑇 = exp 8.8174 − 0.0859(𝐴𝑔𝑒) + 0.1856(𝐵𝑚𝑖) − 1.0172(𝐻𝐼𝑉) − 1.5671(𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔) +

                      2.0642(𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠) − 1.5120(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦)                               

𝑇 = exp 8.8174) ∗ exp −0.0859𝐴𝑔𝑒 ∗ exp 0.1856𝐵𝑚𝑖 ∗ exp −1.5671𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑎 ∗

  exp −1.0172𝐻𝐼𝑉 ∗ exp  2.0642𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 ∗ exp −1.5120𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦     

Survival function of AFT model for a given covariate 

S t; X, β =  𝑆𝑂 𝑡 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝  0.0859 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 0.1856 𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 + 1.0172 𝐻𝐼𝑉 +

                   1.5671 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 +  2.0642 𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 + 1.5120(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) )     

Hazard function of AFT model for a given covariate  

   h t; X, β = 𝑂 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝  0.0859 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 0.1856 𝐵𝑚𝑖 + 1.0172 𝐻𝐼𝑉    + 1.5671 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 

− 2.0642 𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 + 1.5120(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) )      ∗ exp( −0.0859 𝐴𝑔𝑒 

+ 0.1856 𝐵𝑚𝑖 − 1.0172 𝐻𝐼𝑉 − 1.5671(𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔) + 2.0642(𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠)

− 1.5120(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦) )  ) 

4.11 Assessment of Adequacy of the Weibull AFT Model 

Adequacy of a final fitted model to be assessed after a model has been constructed. It is 

desirable to determine whether a fitted Weibull AFT regression model adequately describes the 

data set or not. 

 4.11.1 Quantile-Quantile Plot 

A quantile-quantile plot is made to check if the AFT provided an adequate fit to the data by 

using two different groups of population. We shall graphically check the adequacy of the model 

by comparing the significantly different groups of patients by, smoking, TB status, HIV co-

infection and comorbidity. From the figure 6,The quantile-quantile plot approximately linear 

for all covariate. Therefore a Weibull accelerated failure time model is a best fit for this data. A 

Weibull accelerated failure time model is best to describe survival time of MDR-TB patients. 
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               Figure 6: Quantile- Quantile plot to check the adequacy of the AFT model. 

  4.11.2 Log time versus the log of the estimated cumulative hazard  

One of the diagnostic plots for Weibull AFT regression is plot of log time versus the log of the 

estimated cumulative hazard estimate. If the Weibull model has adequate fit, then the plots for 

each of the covariates should be roughly linear and parallel. Hence the figure 7 show that log 

time versus the log of the estimated cumulative hazard estimate is roughly linear and parallel for 

the covariate TB status, comorbidity, smoking status and HIV co-infection. Therefore a Weibull 

accelerated failure time model is best to describe survival time of MDR-TB patients                  
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     Figure 7: Plot of log Time versus the log of the estimated cumulative hazard. 

      4.11.3 Cox –Snell residual  

The plot of the cumulative hazard function of the Cox-Snell residuals against maximum 

likelihood estimation with cumulative hazard functions is given in figure 8.is presented in  below 

suggest that Weibull ATF model is an appropriate for modeling time to death of MDR-TB 

patients. If the model fits the data, the plot of cumulative hazard function of residuals against 

Cox-Snell residuals should be approximately a straight line with slope one and zero intercept.  
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Figure 8: Cox- Snell residuals plots of Weibull baseline distribution for survival time of MDR-

TB patient. 

4.11.4 Over all Goodness Fit of Weibull AFT Model  

The final step in the model assessment is to measure the overall goodness of fit. For this 

objective the study use the Cox-Snell residuals, 𝑅2 and Likelihood Ratio, A perfectly adequate 

model has low 𝑅2 due to the present of censored data. Thus, the model fitted in this study has a 

value of 𝑅2statistic of 0.21, implying that 21% of full log likelihood is explained by this AFT 

model. Weibull AFT regression model with covariate Age of patient, Smoking status, Body mass 

index, comorbidity and TB status a good fit rather than null model.   

                                        𝑅2=1- exp 
2

320
[𝐿𝑂 − 𝐿𝑃]  

           LP=log likelihood for fitted model with six covariate  

          Lo = log likelihood for fitted model with no covariate                  

                      𝑅2=1- exp 
2

320
[−556.7 − (−520)] = 0.21 

From the likelihood ratio test Table 12 below, revealed that Weibull AFT regression model is 

significant (p=8.3e-14), using the log likelihood values of the null model and the full model. The 

model with minimum AIC value is best, therefore weibull AFT regression with all covariate is 

best fit, and this implies that the model was improved after covariates were added to the model 
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Table 12: The likelihood ratio and AIC of the Weibull AFT regression model. 

     Loglik 

(Intercept only) 

      AIC  

 (Null model)      

     Loglik 

(Full model) 

    AIC 

(Full  model) 

Df  Chisq p-value  

-556.7    1113.4 -520    1052 6 73.37  8.3e-14 

    Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 
    AIC=Akaike’s information criteria                   Df=Degree freedom   

 4.11 Bayesian Survival Analysis   

In Bayesian inference, uncertainty with respect to parameters is at any point in time quantified by 

probability distributions. This means that a distribution needs to be specified for all parameters in 

advance. These prior distributions reflect the prior expectations with respect to the parameter 

values. The researcher use normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1000 (huge variance) 

for the parameter beta in the AFT model and gamma distribution for sigma with scale = 0.01 and 

shape = 0.01 parameters. The Gibbs sampler algorithm was implemented with 20100 iterations 

in three different chains and 60300 samples from the full posterior distribution. 

Table 13: Parameter estimation for Bayesian Weibull AFT model  

Covariate  Categories  Nodes  mean  Sd  MC error 2.5% median 97.5% 

Constant  

Age  

Sex  

 beta1 -9.081 0.8743 0.03722 -10.54 -9.026 -7.715 

0.0225 beta[2] 0.012 0.0055 9.544E-5 8.052E-4 0.0117 

Male  beta[3] -0.047 0.1273 0.001318 -0.2967 -0.04776 0.2036 

Bmi   beta[4] -0.013 0.0216 7.147E-4 -0.05555 -0.01264 0.0282 

TB site Pulmonary    beta[5] -0.176 0.1719 8.937E-4 -0.5235 -0.1728 0.1499 

Tb  status  Yes  beta[6] -0.549 0.5872 0.02344 -1.818 -0.5176 -0.5066 

Region  Oromiya beta[7] 0.065 0.1663 0.001725 -0.2681 0.06645 0.3815 

Amhara  beta[8] -0.081 0.3505 0.002532 -0.8093 -0.06602 0.5601 

SNNP beta[9] -0.250 0.2926 0.002554 -0.8563 -0.2389 0.2973 

Other  beta[10] 0.301 0.263 0.003131 -0.2332 0.3085 0.8001 

HIV Positive  beta[11] -0.012 0.1383 0.001037 -0.287 -0.01154 0.2562 

Smoking  Yes   beta[12] 0.155 0.2154 0.001541 0.0744 0.1575 0.5695 

Alcohol  use Yes beta[13] -0.069 0.2318 0.00189 -0.5321 -0.06693 0.3772 

 Level of Primary  beta[14] -0.173 0.1776 0.002978 -0.513 -0.1754 0.1856 
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education  

   

  

Secondary  beta[15] -0.328 0.1938 0.002736 -0.7051 -0.3294 0.0598 

Above 

secondary 

beta[16] -0.219 0.2108 0.003137 -0.6286 -0.2205 0.1992 

Comorbidity  Yes  beta[17] 0.0558 0.1365 0.001965 0.0106 0.05531 0.3233 

Registration 

group 

Relapse  beta[18] 0.1806 0.5665 0.02231 -0.8243 0.1408 1.431 

Failure of 

new regime  

beta[19] 0.1268 0.5636 0.02227 -0.8684 0.08609 1.378 

Other  beta[20] 0.0431 0.569 0.02215 -0.9681 0.002915 1.294 

Source: Saint Peter‟s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

Based on the sample obtained from posterior distribution, summary statistics of all parameters 

for joint posterior distribution were present in Table 13 above. The variables Age, TB status 

Smoking status and comorbidity were statistically significant predictor for survival time of 

MDR-TB patients at 5% level of significance and the 95% credible interval of this covariate does 

not include zero. Where 2.5% is an approximation of lower endpoint of the 95% credible interval 

and 97.5% is approximation of lower endpoint of the 95% credible interval. The point estimate 

for the covariate Age was 0.012, with 95% credible interval (8.052E-4, 0.0225). 

4.11.1 Graphical approaches to assess convergence 

History Plots: Are commonly used to assess convergence of the parameter estimates in Bayesian 

analysis. The WinBUGS software gives the plot with number of iterations on the x-axis and 

parameter values on the y-axis for each significant parameter. If the plot looks like a horizontal 

band, with no long upward or downward trends, then the researcher have evidence that the chain 

has converged. For all simulated parameters, history plot indicates a good convergence since 

three independent generated chains are mix together (See Figure 9 and Appendix D Figure 5) 
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      Figure 9 : History plot for variable Age,TB Status ,Smoking status  and co-morbidity. 

Density Plot:  Use to smooth kernel density estimate for the parameter. For this study the 

coefficients for most of the independent variables were normally distributed. Thus, this indicates 

that the Markov chain has attained its posterior distribution (See Figure 10 and Appendix D 

Figure 6)  
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                  Figure 10: Density Plot for variable Age, TB Status, Smoking status   and Co-morbidity. 

Autocorrelation Plot: High auto correlations with chains indicate slow mixing  and usually slow 

convergence but all significant  parameter have less autocorrelation with chains  this implies that  

high mixing  and  high  (See Figure 11 and  Appendix D Figure 8) 
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Figure 11: Convergence Analysis using Autocorrelation for covariate Age, TB Status, Smoking 

status   and Co-morbidity 

Trace plot: Running more than one chain simultaneously, the trace and history plots shows each 

chain in a different color. In this case, The researcher have reasonably confident that 

convergence has been achieved if all the chains appear to be overlapping one another ( See 

Figure 12 and Appendix D Figure 6)  
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Figure 12: Convergence Analysis using Trace plot for covariate Age, TB Status, Smoking status   

and Co-morbidity 

Gelman-Rubin Statistics: It is another way of assessing convergence for Bayesian analysis. The 

model is judged to have converged if the ratio of between to within variability is close to 1. The 

green line represents the between variability, the blue line represents the within variability, and 

the red line represents the ratio. Evidence for convergence comes from the red line being close to 

1 on the y-axis and from the blue and green lines being stable (horizontal) across the width of the 

plot. Hence the Gelman-Rubin statistic of this study emphasis that one should be concerned 

convergence of ratio close to one (see Figure 13) 
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Figure 13: Convergence Analysis using  Gelman-Rubin plot for covariate Age, TB Status, 

Smoking status   and Co-morbidity 
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  4.11.2 Assessing Accuracy of the Bayesian Survival Analysis 

One way to assess the accuracy of the posterior estimates is by calculating the Monte Carlo error 

for each parameter. This is an estimate of the difference between the mean of the sampled values   

and the true posterior mean.As a rule of thumb, the simulation should be run until the Monte 

Carlo error for each parameter of interest is less than about 5% of the sample standard deviation. 

This study, MC error for each significant variable is less than 5% of its standard deviation. The 

parametric Weibull AFT model in classical approach and Bayesian approach were fitted. 

Parameters in Bayesian analysis had smaller standard error than the corresponding classical AFT 

model but the result is not consistent. In classical (Weibull AFT) approach the variable  Age,  

HIV co-infection ,body mass index ,TB status ,smoking and comorbidity were significant  effect 

for the death of MDR-TB patient at 5% level of significance but in Bayesian analysis  the 

variable HIV co- infection and Body Mass Index are  not significant  effect  for the death of 

MDR-TB patients  at 5% level of significance. 

4.14   Discussions   

This research was conducted to identify predictors that accelerate the mortality of MDR-TB 

patients. The analysis revealed that the proportional hazards assumption of the Cox regression 

model was violated. Therefore, further survival analyses like Stratification, Accelerated Failure 

Time and Bayesian Analysis have been incorporated to overcome the assumption of proportional 

hazard. Exponential, Weibull, Log-logistic and Log-normal distributions were applied on similar 

data. The Covariate included in the study were Age,Sex,BMI ,Smoking status, Region of patient, 

TB status, TB site,HIV co-infection, Alcohol use ,Level of education, Comorbidity and 

registration group. The outcome of the interest was survival time of MDR-TB patient measured 

in days.  

The study was conducted from October, 2011 up to May, 2012 among cohorts of MDR-TB 

patients that started treatment in February 2009. A total of 188 patients were followed for a total 

of 79,600 person-days. Median follow up time was 466.5 days or 1.28 years and the  percent [43] 

and The study included 342 MDR-TB patients (142 from ALERT and 200 from Gondar) who 

had been under treatment from August 2011 to August 2014 The median survival for MDR-TB 

patients was 16 months(1.33 years) and the  percent of death was 10.8(10.8%) [45]. In the 

current study revealed that the median survival of MDR-TB patients was about 597days 
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(1.64years) which is greater than two studies and the percent of death for the current study was 

20.78 which is greater than the study conducted in ALERT and Gonder.   

Age group at 25-44 years in Ethiopia (AOR=2.8, 95% CI [1.7–6.4]) [31] and in Bangladesh 

(AOR=1.72, 95% CI [1.12–2.66]) [32] and [33] was a risks factor of MDR-TB and the study 

conduct in ALERT and Gonder show that Age was  a risk factor for the survival time of MDR-

TB patients[45].The current finding revealed that Age is risk factor for the survival time of   

multidrug resistance tuberculosis patients [ETR=0.918,Cl=0.885,0.952]. 

WHO report  that HIVco-infection  was a risk factor for  survival time  of MDR-TB patients [26] 

,the study conducted  in Ethiopia by Birhanu and His colleagues showed MDR-TB and HIV 

significant association (OR=3.7, 95%Cl [1.90, 7.22][18] and other study shows HIV is 

associated with increased risk of acquired MDR-TB (OR=1.24, 95% CI [1.04–1.43])[30]. But 

Study conducted in southern Ethiopia shows there was no statistically significant association of 

HIV status with MDR-TB [35].  The current study showed that HIV co-infection was statistically 

significant for survival time of MDR-TB patient [ETR=.362, Cl =.137, 0.953].  

The research conducted in Nigeria shows gender was not significantly associated with MDR-TB 

[29]. And study findings in Thailand also shows male gender as risk factors for MDR-TB [30] 

and in Ethiopia (AOR =2, 95% CI [1.4-5]) showed male gender was a risks factor for MDR-TB 

[31].but the current finding showed that gender of  MDR-TB patient was not statistically 

significant factor for survival of MDR-TB patient. The study conduct in Nigeria and the current 

study support each other gender was not statistically significant for the death of MDR-TB 

patients but two studies conducted in Thailand and Ethiopia contradict the current studies.   

 

The study of MDR-TB in Estonia, showed that co-morbidities (OR, 2.62; 95% CL, 1.00-6.87) 

were a risk factor for the death of MDR-TB patients [42] but the  Study in St. Peter TB 

specialized hospital, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,  revealed that survival of patients under MDR-TB 

treatment was not associated with co-morbidity [43].The recent finding showed that variable co-

morbidity was statistically significant factors for survival time of MDR-TB patients(for the death 

of MDR-TB Patient )[ETR=0.220,Cl=0.062,0.78]. 
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The Study findings in republic of Georgia shows previously treated for TB were significantly 

associated more likely to have MDR-TB than patients who were new (OR=5.27, 95% CI [3.75-

7.41]). Likewise study in the Community of Madrid shows significant association with a history 

of previous TB treatment (OR=5.94, 95% CI [1.46-24.18]) [39]. Nationwide study in China 

shows previous treatment history had a more than 7 fold increased risk of MDR-TB, compared 

with those never previously treated [41].The current study revealed that  TB status was  a risk 

factor for survival time of MDR-TB patient [ETR=7.879, Cl =2.519,24.643].  

A nationwide survey conducted in China; the estimated MDR-TB rate was 5.7% for new cases 

and 25.6% for previously treated cases [22]. And a study finding in Uganda shows, MDR-TB of 

1.4% from new cases and 12.1% from previously treated cases [37]. According to World Health 

Organization 2015 report, among newly diagnosed TB cases 1.6% was found to be with MDR-

TB and MDR-TB among previously treated TB cases was 11.8% [23]. The current study show 

that 16.25% for previously treated cases and 4.69 for new cases (had no previously treated TB 

case).The study conducted in Bangladesh shows urban residence of TB patients was significantly 

associated with MDR-TB occurrence [33]. But this study revealed that region was not 

statistically associated with MDR-TB patients. 

The study conducted ALERT Hospital, Addis Ababa and Gondar University Teaching and 

Referral Hospital, Gondar, Ethiopia revealed that Smoking status was risk factor for survival 

time of MDR-TB patients (HR=3.17; 95%Cl; 1.32 − 7.64) [45] and the study conducted Addis 

Ababa, Ethiopia from October, 2011 up to may, 2012 among cohorts of MDR-TB patients 

showed that Smoking status had a significant effect on survival time of MDR-TB patients [43]. 

This study showed that smoking status was significant effect for the death of MDR-TB patients 

or The results of this study suggested that smoking was significant factor for survival time of the 

patients. Non-smokers had longer survival time than smokers [ETR=0.209, Cl =0.073, 0.594]. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

The result of Cox PH and Weibull AFT model revealed that the same predictor had significant 

effect on multi drug resistance tuberculosis patients but the covariate smoking status not satisfy 

constant proportional hazard for Cox PH model .Stratified proportional hazard model  were 

fitted but no estimate are obtained for stratified variable , thus no test for the main effect of 

stratified variable ,therefore Stratified Cox PH model is not good fit for this dataset even if the 

model satisfy  the assumption of  proportional hazard model because  smoking status is variable 

of interest. Using Weibull AFT model covariates that significantly influence the survival of 

MDR-TB patients are identified at 5% level of significance ,this were Age, Body mass index 

,HIV co-infection ,Smoking status, Comorbidity and TB status.  

Bayesian accelerated failure time model also used to analyze survival time of MDR-TB patients.  

The variable that significantly influence the survival of MDR-TB patients were Age, TB status 

Smoking status and comorbidity, at 95% credible interval. From classical and Bayesian model, 

Bayesian survival analysis had smaller standard error than that of the classical survival analysis 

but two model are not give consistent result, the variable that was significant in Weibull AFT 

model did not significant in Bayesian survival model. Even if Bayesian survival model is small 

standard error it is not best fit because the interesting variable like HIV Co-infection   and Body 

Mass Index were not significant in Bayesian survival model. Weibull AFT is better fit for this 

data set. 
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   5.2 Recommendation  

On the basis of the findings of this study the following recommendations are made for ministry 

of health, policy makers, the community, Saint Peter‟s specialized TB hospital worker and 

researcher.  

1. Health workers and data clerks, working with patients under MDR-TB, should be given 

special training to improve the quality of data records of patients. 

2. Regular medical check-up for MDR TB is very necessary especially for aged people  and 

HIV co-infection  patients which helps to detect the problem before it become 

complicated  

3. Potential stakeholder likes government and non- government can give attention for this 

subject. 

4. The Weibull AFT  model give better predictions to the survival probability of  MDR-TB 

              Patients. So, future studies should have to use Weibull AFT models. 
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APPENDICES 

                 Appendix A: Univar ate and multivariate cox proportional hazard model 

Table 1: Single covariate analysis of Cox proportional hazards on time to death of MDR-TB 

patient at St.Peter‟s specialized hospital from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016. 

 

Covariate  

 

Categories  

 

Parameter   

 

Hazard 

ratio 

 

se(coef) 

 

p-value 

95% CI of 

Hazard ratio 

Age  0.051 1.053 0.009 0.000 [1.034,1.071] 

BMI  -0.049 0.952 0.040 0.215 [0.881,1.029] 

Sex Female(ref)       

Male  0.285 1.329 0.246 0.250 [0.821,2.152] 

TB type Pulmonary(ref)       

Extra pulmonary -1.2684     0.281    0.5908  0.0320 [0.088,1.896] 

TB status No(ref)      

Yes -1.193 0.303 0.295 0.000 [0.170,0.540] 

 

 

Region  

Addis Ababa(ref)      

Oromiya 0.331    1.392    0.314 0.293 [0.752,2.577] 

Amhara  0.475      1.607   0.596 0.426 [0.500,5.172] 

SNNP -0.360     0.698    0.722 0.619 [0.170,2.875] 

Other  -0.190     0.827     0.5962 0.750 [0.257,2.661] 

HIV co-

infection  

 Negative (ref)      

Positive  0.965 2.624 0.245 0.000 [1.625,4.237] 

Smoking  

Status  

No(ref)      

Yes  1.112 3.040 0.267 0.000  [1.8 ,5.132] 

Alcohol  

use 

No (ref)      

Yes  0.6624 1.939 0.301 0.028 [.076,3.496] 

 

Level  of  

education 

Illiterate (ref)      

Primary  -0.347     0.707   0.3493 0.321 [0.357,1.402] 

Secondary  -0.481     0.618   0.3939 0.222 [0.286,1.337] 

Above secondary -0.203 0.816  0.3878 0.600 [0.382,1.745] 

Co- No(ref)      
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morbidity  Yes  1.221 3.390    0.3299 0.000 [1.776,6.472] 

 New (ref)      

Registrati

on group 

Relapse  -1.153    0.316   0.335 0.001 [0.164,0.608] 

Failure of new 

regime  

-1.081     0.340   0.318 0.001 [0.182,0.632] 

Other  -1.642     0.194   0.4503 0.000 [0.080,0.468] 

                 Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

Table 2 Comparison of univariate and multivariate cox proportional hazard model  

 

Covariate  

 

Categories  

Univarite model  Multivariate  model  

  

Hazard ratio(95% 

CI) 

p-value Hazard ratio(95% 

CI) 

p-value 

Age  1.053[1.034,1.071] 0.000** 1.044[1.025,1.063] 0.000** 

BMI  0.952[0.881,1.029] 0.215* 0.915[0.841,0.996] 0.040* 

Sex Female(ref)        

Male  1.329[0.821,2.152] 0.250    

TB type Pulmonary      

Extra pulmonary  0.281[0.088,0.896] 0.032* 0.455[0.140  1.478] 0.190 

TB status No(ref)     

Yes 0.303[0.170,0.540] 0.000** 0.510[0.110,2.372] 0.391 

 

 

Region  

Addis Ababa(ref)      

Oromiya 1.392[0.752,2.577]         0.293     

Amara  1.607[0.500,5.172]      0.426     

SNNP 0.698[0.170,2.875]     0.619     

Other  0.827[0.257,2.661]    0.750     

HIVco-

infection  

 Negative (ref)       

Positive  2.624[1.625,4.237] 0.000** 1.727[1.044, 2.858] 0.024* 

Smoking  

 

No(ref)       

Yes  3.040[1.8 ,5.132] 0.000** 2.807[1.299 ,6.064] 0.009** 

Alcohol   No (ref)      
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Yes  1.939[1.076,3.496] 0.028* 0.878[0.311 ,1.690] 0.457 

 

Level  of  

education 

Illiterate (ref)       

Primary  0.707[0.357,1.402] 0.321    

Secondary  0.618[0.286,1.337] 0.252   

Above secondary 0.816 [0.382,1.745] 0.600    

Comorbidity  No (ref)      

Yes  3.390[1.776,6.472] 0.000** 2.130[1.088 ,4.173] 0.027* 

Registration 

group 

New (ref)       

Relapse  0.316[0.164,0.609] 0.001** 0.626[0.136,2.883] 0.548 

Failure new regime  0.318[0.169,0.601] 0.000** 0.767[0.169,3.474] 0.730 

Other  0.239[0.106,0.536] 0.001** 0.450[0.090,2.340] 0.349 

      Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

*P-value <0.25 was statically significant for univaraite model.    

*P-value<.005 was statistically significant for multivariate model. 

   Ref=Reference, CI=Confidence interval 

  

Table 3:   Step wise variable selection procure   

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD  z-value  p-value     95  % Cl of HR       

Age 0.043 

-0.089 

0.546 

1.032 

0.756 

-0.673 

-0.321 

1.044 

0.915 

1.727 

2.807 

2.130 

0.5103 

0.725 

0.009 

0.043 

0.257 

0.393 

0.343 

0.784 

0.431 

4.539 

-2.054 

2.127 

2.626 

2.205 

-0.858 

-0.744 

5.64e-06 *** 

0.03998 *   

0.03343 *   

0.00863 **  

0.02747 *   

0.39082     

0.45670     

[1.025   1.063] 

[0.841   0.996] 

[1.043    2.858] 

[1.299    6.064] 

[1.088    4.173] 

[0.110    2.372] 

[0.311   1.690] 

   

BMI    

as.factor(HIV)1    

as.factor(smok)1    

as.factor(com)1    

as.factor(TBs)1    

as.factor(alco)1    
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as.factor(TBt)1 

 

-0.788 

-0.468 

-0.266 

-0.778 

 

0.455 

0.626 

0.767 

0.460 

 

0.601 

0.779 

0.771 

0.830 

 

-1.310 

-0.601 

-0.344 

-0.936 

 

0.19032     

0.54790     

0.73048     

0.34907     

 

[0.140    1.480] 

[0.136   2.883] 

[0.169    3.474] 

[0.090    2.340]                                                

as.factor(grou)2    

as.factor(grou)3    

as.factor(grou)4    

Concordance= 0.771 (se = 0.036)  , Rsquare= 0.212   (max possible= 0.902) , Likelihood ratio 

test= 76.44   on 11 df,   p=7.177e-12  ,  Wald test  = 79.49 on 11 df,   p=1.856e-12Score 

(logrank) test = 88.71 on 11 df,   p=2.986e-14 

Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

          *P-value<.005 was statistically significant. Hazard ratio =HR,  

          CI=Confidence interval , 𝛽=Parameter of estimate,  SD =Standard deviation 

       Table 4:  Stepwise after registration group is removed       

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD  z-value  p-value     95  % Cl of HR  

Age 0.042 1.043 0.009241 4.559 5.13e-06 *** [1.0243   1.0621] 

Bmi -0.088 0.916 0.042545 -2.059 0.039488 *   [0.8428   0.9958] 

as.factor(HIV)1 0.539 1.715 0.256972 2.099 0.035843 *   [1.0363   2.8376] 

as.factor(smok)1 1.088 2.968 0.377430 2.883 0.003943 **  [1.4166   6.2199] 

as.factor(com)1 0.782 2.186 0.340739 2.295 0.021732 *   [1.1209   4.2624] 

as.factor(TBs)1 -1.090 0.336 0.304331 -3.583 0.000339 *** [0.1851   0.6102] 

as.factor(alco)1 -0.361 0.697 0.419375 -0.861 0.389154     [0.3063   1.5854] 

as.factor(TBt)1 -0.826 0.438 0.600465 -1.375 0.169086     [0.1350   1.4207] 

Concordance= 0.768 (se = 0.036)      Rsquare= 0.208   (max possible= 0.902) 

Likelihood ratio test= 74.56   on 8 df,   p=6.029e-13     Wald test = 77.84   on 8 df,   p=1.327e-13 

Score (logrank) test = 86.24   on 8 df,   p=2.665e-15 
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Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from Jan  3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

          *P-value<.005 was statistically significant. Hazard ratio =HR,  

          CI=Confidence interval , 𝛽=Parameter of estimate,  SD =Standard deviation 

 Table 5: After variable alcohol use is removed  

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD  z-

value  

p-value      95 % Cl of HR         

Age 0.042962 1.043898 0.009242 4.649 3.34e-06 *** [1.0252    1.0630]       

Bmi -0.090560 0.913419 0.042487 -2.131 0.033050 *   [0.8404    0.9927]       

as.factor(HIV)1 0.516100 1.675481 0.255703 2.018 0.043554 *   [1.0150    2.7656]       

as.factor(smok)1 0.854755 2.350798 0.274401 3.115 0.001840 **  [1.3729    4.0252]       

as.factor(com)1 0.769042 2.157699 0.340802 2.257 0.024035 *   [1.1064  4.2081]                

as.factor(TBs)1 -1.098333 0.333427 0.303683 -3.617 0.000298 *** [0.1839    0.6046]       

as.factor(TBt)1 

 

-0.781259 0.457829 0.597953 -1.307 0.191363     [0.1418    1.4780]       

Rsquare= 0.206   (max possible= 0.902)      Likelihood ratio test= 73.82 on 7 df,   p=2.489e-13 

Wald test   = 76.82 on 7 df,   p=6.106e-14   Score (logrank) test = 85.49 on 7 df,   p=9.992e-16 

     Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; f from January 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

                          *P-value<.005 was statistically significant. Hazard ratio =HR,  

                          CI=Confidence interval , 𝛽=Parameter of estimate,  SD =Standard deviation 
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Table 6: After variable TB site (TB type ) removed  

Covariate  𝛽 HR  SD  Z-value P-value  95% CLOF HR 

Age 0.044 1.045363 0.009235 4.804 1.56e-06 *** [1.0266    1.0645] 

Bmi -

0.095 

0.909269 0.042528 -2.237 0.025318 *    [0.8366    0.9883] 

as.factor(HIV)1 0.526 1.691695 0.254551 2.065 0.038892 *   [1.0272    2.7861] 

as.factor(smok)1 0.853 2.346735 0.274904 3.103 0.001916 **  [1.3692    4.0222] 

as.factor (com)1 0.822 2.276161 0.338912 2.427 0.015230 *   [1.1714    4.4227] 

as.factor(TBs)1 -

1.132 

0.322404 0.302958 -3.736 0.000187 *** [0.1780    0.5838] 

R square= 0.201   (max possible= 0.902)         Likelihood ratio test= 71.67 on 6 df,   p=1.856e-13 

Wald test  = 76.08  on 6 df,   p=2.298e-14       Score (logrank) test = 84.01   on 6 df,   p=5.551e-16 

 Source: Saint Peter’s Specialized TB hospital, Ethiopia; from Jan 3, 2014 to October 28, 2016 

          *P-value<.005 was statistically significant. Hazard ratio =HR,  

          CI=Confidence interval, 𝛽=Parameter of estimate, SD =Standard deviation                              

Table 7:Test of assumption of constant proportional hazard after smoking is stratified                             

Covariate  Rho Chisq p 

Age 0.06421 0.3399 0.560 

Body mass index  -0.05383 0.1549 0.694 

HIV co-infection  0.03243 0.0799 0.777 

Comorbidity  0.13077 1.2025 0.273 

TB status  -0.00573 0.0023 0.962 

GLOBAL NA 1.8662 0.867 
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 Appendix B:  Kaplan-Meier survivor estimates for different categories or groups  

            Figure 1: Plots of Kaplan-Meier survivor estimates for different categories or groups 
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                                     Appendix C:  Cox PH model diagnosis plots  

            Figure 2: Plots of scaled Schoenfeld residuals against time for the covariates.  
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                      Figure 3: plot of observation verse scale change in coefficients   
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            Figure 4: Plot of ordered survival time verses schoenfeld residual of covariate  
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                Appendix D: Bayesian parameter estimate and test of convergence  

Table 8: Bayesian Parameter Estimate for Covariates with their Corresponding 95% credible 

Interval 

Covariate  Nodes  mean  Sd  MC error 2.5% median 97.5% sample 

Constant  beta[1] -9.081 0.8743 0.03722 -10.54 -9.026 -7.715 60300 

Age  beta[2] 0.012 0.0055 9.544E-5 8.052E-4 0.0117 0.0225 60300 

Sex Male  beta[3] -0.047 0.1273 0.001318 -0.2967 -0.04776 0.2036 60300 

Bmi  beta[4] -0.013 0.0216 7.147E-4 -0.05555 -0.01264 0.0282 60300 

TB status 

Pulmonary 

 beta[5] -0.176 0.1719 8.937E-4 -0.5235 -0.1728 0.1499 60300 

Tb site Yes  beta[6] -0.549 0.5872 0.02344 -1.818 -0.5176 -0.5066 60300 

Oromiya beta[7] 0.065 0.1663 0.001725 -0.2681 0.06645 0.3815 60300 

Amhara  beta[8] -0.081 0.3505 0.002532 -0.8093 -0.06602 0.5601 60300 

SNNP beta[9] -0.250 0.2926 0.002554 -0.8563 -0.2389 0.2973 60300 

Other  beta[10] 0.301 0.263 0.003131 -0.2332 0.3085 0.8001 60300 

HIV 

Positive 

beta[11] -0.012 0.1383 0.001037 -0.287 -0.01154 0.2562 60300 

Smoker  beta[12] 0.155 0.2154 0.001541 0.0744 0.1575 0.5695 60300 

Alcohol  

user 

beta[13] -0.069 0.2318 0.00189 -0.5321 -0.06693 0.3772 60300 

Primary  

Secondary  

Above 

secondary 

beta[14] -0.173 0.1776 0.002978 -0.513 -0.1754 0.1856 60300 

beta[15] -0.328 0.1938 0.002736 -0.7051 -0.3294 0.0598 60300 

beta[16] -0.219 0.2108 0.003137 -0.6286 -0.2205 0.1992 60300 

Comorbidit

y  yes  

beta[17] 0.0558 0.1365 0.001965 0.0106 0.05531 0.3233 60300 

Relapse  beta[18] 0.1806 0.5665 0.02231 -0.8243 0.1408 1.431 60300 

Failure of 

new regime 

beta[19] 0.1268 0.5636 0.02227 -0.8684 0.08609 1.378 60300 

 Other  beta[20] 0.0431 0.569 0.02215 -0.9681 0.002915 1.294 60300 

 sigma  1.524 0.1146 0.004822 1.368 1.517 1.688 60300 
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             Figure 5:Time series (history ) plot for all parameter to test convergence   
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            Figure 6: Convergence Analysis using Density for all parameters  
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     Figure 7: Convergence Analysis using Trace plot for parameters  
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                                  Figure 8:   Autocorrelations plot for all parameters 


